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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Collie,
Remember Bill
Mildred and IC's son. Little
blond headed kid? Well, he's
grown up now and has his Ph. D.
degree and teaches at Wright
State University at Dayton,
Ohio.
He has an elementary social
class at the university and some
of his students interviewed
some school kids ages 6 to
twelve on Watergate, as a
project. "Students come into an
elementary school with concepts," Dr. Collie says, "and if
you deal with each of them as
having &pal knowledge, you'll
be in trouble."
Herr are some of the answers
his students received when they
asked about Watergate.

Davis Named To
Board Of Regents

55

James (Jim) Davis of
Owensboro has been named a
member of the Murray State
University Board of Regents to
replace E.G. Adams of
Hopkinsville whose term has
expired.
Davis, who was appointed to
the board of regents by Gov.
Wendell Ford, is a 1940
graduate of Murray State and
was drum major of the
Thoroughbred marching band
while at MSU. He earned the
BME degree in 1940.
Davis is presently the
chairman of the board of the
Central Bank and Trust Co. of
Owensboro and was formerly
associated with a bank in
_Kingsport, Tenn.
,
He is also a member of the
Murray
State
Alumni
Associatioo.

"It should be taught in schools
this fall because it's going
around the U.S. and kids will be
asking about it. But I won't."
"I'd rather watch Duffy the Dog
on TV."
"Bug off."
"Eeech, I hate bugs."
Because of Nixon there isn't
anything good on TV."
"You're not supposed to take
other people things."
A reporter asked "Did Mr.
Nixon do it." The six year old
replied "Well, if he did he had
lots of help from the
newspapers and television.
Least they're always talking
about it."
It is good to hear that Bill
Collie is doing well, and we
know that Mildred and T.C. are
proud of him.
We just imagine that more
young people from Murray and
Calloway do well than from any
area of comparable size. We
carry story after story of such
instances.
The little boy went home from
Sunday School and told his
mother about Moses and the
Red Sea crossing.
"Moses got behind the enemy
lines," the lad said,"and he had
his engineers build a pontoon
bridge across the Red Sea.
Moses' people crossed over.
When his spies told him e corps
EgiOan tiiiks was
of
about to cross the bridge, he got
on his walkie-talkie and ordered
his Air Force to blow up the
bridge. The Air Force blew it up
and the Israelites were saved."
"Are you sure that's the story
the Sunday School teacher told
you?" the mother asked
"No," said.the boy, "but the
-way she told it, you sirotil('t
believe it!"

General Tire Workers
Remain On Strike Today
at
employes
Hourly
Mayfield's General Tire and
Rubber Co. plant remain off
their jobs today as new contract
negotiations between the
company and union traders
continue.
Hourly workers at the plant
have been off their jobs since
early Saturday morning when
their three-year contract expired with General Tire and
Rubber Co.
Neither company nor United
Rubber Workers Local 665
officials have given any indication whether the union and
the company are near any
agreement on a new contract.

Basic Adult Class
Meets Here Tonight
The first meeting of Basic
Adult Education (grades 1-8)
will be from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
tonight Tuesday) in Room 107
of the new Vocational School,
according to Willie F. Jackson,
director of pupil personnel for
the Murray City Schools.
This course is designed for
adults, 16 years of age or older,
and will be taught by Robert
Reynolds and Mrs. Patricia
McMullin.
At this meeting, all interested
adults will be enrolled and the
schedule for future meetings
will be discussed in detail,
Jackson said.
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Tropical Storm Delia Gains
Strength, Moves Toward Shore
GALVESTON, Tex. (AP) —
Tropical Storm Delia, ponied
140 miles offshore here, gathered strength today and turned
slightly north with her ill-defined eye pointed once again at
the Louisiana coast.
"I wouldn't be surprised to
see it go ashore on the Louisiana coast but right now I'm
going to hold off about where,"
said Davis Benton, chief meteorologist at the Galveston National Weather Service office.
''The thing is going to find a
more definite track and on a
more northerly course."
Delia teased Texas coastal
residents through the night,

ment obligations that pay better," he said. "By next spring,
the S&L's (savings and loans)
will be cutting back their commitments to the (Kentucky)
housing market.
"With no new housing going
up," he added, "the craftsmen
and suppliers will suffer."
Another Louisville savings
and loan president believes the
outlook for home building in
Jefferson County in a year will
be "rotten."
Savings-and-loan, mortgage
and banking officials generally
agree most savings and loan
firms are restricting new loans.
AM1;WO say loans for
srtrnnt construction have
practically disappeared.
The going rate of 8 to 8t4 per
cent for a home mortgage is
approximately Ito Pa per cent
above the rate of August, 1972.
Home mortgage rates on new
loans are averaging about 9 per
cent nationwide.
Kentucky's -usury law Ceiling
has been boosted to 8'(-4 per
cent by the last legislature.
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No Fatalities Reported
On Labor Day Weekend

The Jackson Purchase area
was fatality-free over the
weekend, according to local
authorities. County Sheriff
Clyde Steele reported a quiet
DOM.
CHRISTINE I
weekend, with only one inREP. -i—
vestigation made.
Buford Hurt reported to
cza. • • ,
Sheriff Steele that about 275
so
PUERTO
71.3HAITI
bales of hay, valued at nearly
RICO
$300, were set on fire north of
15
Backusburg Hill in the western
500
portion of the county. Steele
1404
:
Mitts
said that an investigation is
continuing into the incident.
One traffic injury was reported
over the weekend in Calloway
COunty.
Officials of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital said
Jerry Kenneth "Gunner"
Nance, of Riviera Courts, was
admitted for treatment of
lacerations, multiples conhanging offshore with a dis- cated at latitude 27.8 north lon- tusions, abrasions, and oborganized center and little gitude 93.3 west, or about 140 servation for a back injury.
Nance is listed today in good
movement, but producing miles southeast of Galveston.
"If we can get a few more condition.
swells and high tides from
fixes on radar in the next
Nance was reportedly injured
Freeport to Cameron, La.
The 9 a.m. EDT advisory couple of hours, we are going in a truck-nwitorcycle accident
from the National Weather to be able to come up with a on Highway 94 over the
Service showed the storm, with prediction. This storm is essen- weekend, "but details of the
winds of 65 to 70 miles an hour, tially in the same location as it
had drifted very slightly toward was at 11 o'clock last night,"
the north and was picking up Benton said.
The advisory said six-foot
strength
At 9 a.m., the storm was lo- tides and rains or up to 10
Inches would accompany Delia
when she finally comes ashore.
The upper Texas coast area
began evacuations and preparaFRANKFORT. Ky ( APc An
tions for the storm Monday
education consultant says the
turned
it
afternoon when
plan to change state aid to
abruptly from the Louisiana
school districts to a per pupil
coast and pointed toward the
basis under true equalization
Galveston-Freeport area.
would cost about $64 million adOfficials evacuated the Saditional every biennium
By THE ASSOCIATED PRIM
bine Pass area near the LouiDr James Peyton of the LegTraffic accidents claimed Of
siana line and opened schools islative Research Commission
lives around the nation during
and other public buildings as
made the estimate cautioning
the three-day Labor Day weekshelters.
it is a .•ballpark figure" subject
end.
were from
evacuations
Other
to refinement
The National Safety Council
13olieer Peninsula, adjacent to
He said another plan for per
earlier estimated that between
Galveston Bay, and from the pupil aid would cost only $8
550 and 650 persons might be
Brazosport area beaches
million more every two fiscal
killed on streets and highways
around Freeport and vicinity.
years. but would leave the 189
from 6 p.m. Friday to midnight
As six-foot waves pounded local districts unequalized
local time Monday.
beaches, some residents
the
Peyton has been informing
The traffic death toll during
took a dim view of leaving.
legislators and local school offilast year's Labor Day weekend
In Galveston, restaurant own- cials of the options in various
was 580. The highest toll since
er Pete Cokins tied up his awn- meetings as a kind of blowup
World War II for the traditional
to a recent study of Kentucky's
end-of-summer holiday was 688
(See Delia,Page $
in 1968.
At the same time, the safety
council reported that 26,500 persons were killed in traffic accidents in the first six months of
1973 The figure was the highest
ever for a first half-year.
The council said on Saturday
that about 950,000 persons suffered disabling injuries in auto
accidents and that auto collisions cost the economy an estimated $7.4 billion.
Meanwhile, a survey by the
Canadian Press wire service
showed that 88 persons were
Wed in traffic accidents In
Canada during the Labor Day
weekend.

DELIA

Move Underway To Eliminate
Mortgage Loan Interest Lid
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky savings and loan executives are preparing for a
campaign designed to persuade
the 1974 General Assembly into
removing the 8ks per cent lid
on mortgage loans.
Dale H. Fisher, executive
vice president of Avery Federal
Savings and Loan Association
in Louisville, said. "Unless the
legislative does something,
there will be a shortage of capital funds ( for house building)
next year."
James H. Alexander, executive vice president of the Kentucky Savings and Loan
Wieves the industry
"is heading for trouble" because of rising home mortgage
rates. Currently, those rates
range from 8 to 8. per cent in
the Louisville area, and are approaching the legal ceiling.
Alexander expects money for
new home mortgages will become scarcer early next year.
• When certlficateg- of deposit
expire early next year, "you'll
see the money flow into govern-
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MEMPHIS

Replacing Adams

"It's a place where the
"plumbers" went to fix the
sink."

accident, which was in- reported over the Labor Day
vestigated by Kentucky State weekend by Murray City Police,
Trooper James Barnett, were but no injuries were reported in
not available. Barnett could not any of the accidents.
At 10:30 a.m. Friday, cars
be reached today for a report.
City police reported four driven by Loyd B. Arnold,504 N.
investigations and 19 citations 2nd, and Donny Hargrove,
over the Labor Day weekend. Route Five, were involved in a
Vandalism reports were two-car collision at the inreceived from Gary Page, who tersection of Second and Walnut
said that a rock was thrown Streets, according to police.
Investigating officers said the
through a window at a building
at 4th and Pine Streets; from Arnold car was headed east on
Jerry Inman, 421 S. 10th, who Walnut and the Hargrove car
said that paint was thrown on was headed south on Second
the deck lid of his car while when the accident occurred.
parked at the IGA parking iot; Damage to the Arnold car was
and from the Murray City Park, to the left front, and damage to
where a building was entered the Hargrove car was to the
and paint thrown on the con- right front.
At 9:32 a.m. Saturday, cars
crete around the building.
The Murray Cash and Carry driven by Wesley V. Bugh, of St.
wholesale grocery firm was Clair Shores, Mich., and
burglarized over the weekend, William B. Tolley, 1326 Main,
according to police. David were involved in an accident on
Coker, who made the com- Main Street, according to
plaint, said that a quantity of police.
Officers said the Bugh car
cigarettes and some appliances
were taken. Entry was gained was going west on Main and the
by pulling the bottom out of a Tolley car was backing from a
parking space when the acfiberglass door, police said.
Six traffic accidents were
(See Labor Day,Page I)

Plan To Change State Aid To
Schools Would Cost $64 Million

524 Killed On
Highway'Over
Long Weekend

higher costs of certain grades
minimum foundation program
The National Educational Fi- and types of schooling-- for exnance Project INEFP a con- ample for exceptional chilsultant group. has said an extra dren—and is regarded by many
$240 million per biennium from educational specialists as inherthe state would raise Kentucky ently unequal in concept
The substitute proposal would
secondary education to the naprovide state money for each
tional average
However the report did not pupil based on what it presumvarious ably costs to educate him.
the
down
break
If this were done, a number
amounts and categories, dealing mainly with principles rath- of districts would wind up with
more money than they receive
er than cost
One of these principles was now while many would be getat the heart of the matter in ting less. depending on how
their education is structured
educational revision
Peyton said his preliminary
Currently the state formula
gives a set amount of aid to a figures indicate the Murray
district on the basis of a class- District would lose the most
room unit theoretically 27 pu- about $39 per child under what
it get now
pils and one teacher
He said several lager disRut this method ignores the
tricts—Jefferson County. Louisville and Fayette County--also
would lose, although on a
smaller scale
The reason is that those systems are more heavily weighted towards "normal" classrooms rather than more costly
special units
Peyton said there are two
says to guarantee that all districts receive the same amount
as they do under the current
system
One is to give all districts losing money the exact amount
that would bring them up to
(See Plan,Page 8)

-Major Parker Has
Completed Study

Prices Still Up

Food Price See-Saw Tilts In
Favor of Consumer In August

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The food price see-saw tilted
a bit in favor of the consumer
toward the end of August, an
Associated Press marketbasket
survey shows. But the family
grocery bill is still about seven
per cent higher than it was six
months ago.
The biggest declines came in
the price of pork chops and
eggs, which skyrocketed after
they were freed from controls
in mid-July. Chocolate chip
cookies and butter went up in
price, but the increases were
offset by the poultry and pork
drop.
The AP surveyed the prices
Showers and thundershowers of 15 food and nonfood items in
likely tonight and Wednesday. 12 cities on March 1 and has
Low tonight in the low to mid rechecked them at the begin705. High Wednesday in the mid ning of each succeeding month.
to upper 80s.
An additional check was made
Considerable cloudiness and on Aug. 13, the day after the
cooler Thursday and Friday Phase 4 economic program be..- Willi a cbance.nfihundezsbeek,
A number of developments
ers central and east Thursday
and east Friday Mostly sunny kept food prices in the headSaturday Highs in the low to lines during the six-month surmid Ms. Lows in the upper 50s vey period: the nationwide
meat boycott during the first
and low Gas

The Weather

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 4, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

week in April, controls imposed
first on meats and later on all
other consumer goods, the
Phase 4 economic program and
the lifting of price ceilings, the
beef shortage sparked by cattlemen withholding livestock to
protest the continuation until
Sept. 12 of the freeze on beef.
The Sept. 1 marketbasket
check disclosed that, while pork
chops and eggs declined during
late July and early August,
they remained well above their
March 1 levelkin most areas.

the end of the six-month period.
The marketbasket total declined in nine cities in the time
between Aug. 13 and Sept 1
and was up in only three. Decreases ranged from one per
cent in Boston to seven per
cent in Los Angeles and increases were one per cent or
less.

At the same time, only 19 per
cent of the total number of
items went up in price from
Aug. 13 to Sept. 1; 16 per cent
went down; 53 per cent were
The total marketbasket bill unchanged; and 12 per cent
was up in every city from were unavailable.,
The increases and decreases
March 1 to Sept. I. Increases
averaged seven per cent and over the six-month period reranged from one per cent in flect the law of supply and deSeattle to 15 per cent in Phila- mand and the economic controls imposed by the Nixon addelphia.
ministration in an effort to halt
Exactly half of the total num- inflation.
ber of items checked increased
Many of the price fluctuain' price during the sit-month
period. Twelve per cent of the tions were blamed on supply
26 and demand. Rising grain
AFA)45. decreMed
To
per cent were unchanged;
12 per ceht were not available harvests that didn't meet preon one of the three survey dictions drove up the price of
everything from livestock feed
dates.
The picture improved toward to a loaf of bread

501I HOURS OF WORK—At first, this shoe car was a 1960 Volkswagen but with the imagination of
Junior Wallace of Mayfield and the help of Jimmie Smyth of Murray, the car is now valued at over
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
PM&

Show Car Once A Volkswagen
terested, its just that Junior
Wallace wants to keep it. And
who could blame him for
One fellow said it looked like a wanting to?
hearse that a rich lady might
"Over 500 hours were spent
use in a funeral procession for working on that car," Wallace
her french poodle.
said
Another young man said it
"It all began last fall with a
was "far out" and another 1960 VW frame and a 36 horperson said he would like to sepower Volkswagen engine."
have it.
"That old Volkswagen wasn't
They all agreed on one things. worth $25 but now, we have over
The 1960 Volkswagen that $3,000 wrapped up in it,"
Junior Wallace and Jimmie Garrison added.
Smyth turned into a project is
Three-quarter inch tubular
unique
steel and one-half inch plywood
And now. the project that were used to build the car
once was a dream is finished
The plywood was the
and ison display
brainchild. of Jerry Courtney
The car is on the lot at who is a fond admirer of the
-Gamboa-afar- hiCOuirgai Used '"Veriffele.- • — "
Cars in Murray
Three-quarter inch black,
But it's a sure bet that nobody foam rubber decorates the
is going to buy the car Not exterior while the interior is
because people aren't ITI- finished in lush, lavender, shag
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer

carpet with an imitation
bearskin headliner.
The grille is fashioned from a
1971 Lincoln Contiental and a
1971 Chevrolet.
Over 300 brass tacks have
been used in finishing the car.
The cat is lighter than a
but
Volkswagen
regular
Wallace does not know how fast
it will go since the auto is not
equipped with a speedometer.
"We call it a baby hearse."
Wallace said.
"It has a little wooden .sket
that,goes with it."
"Everybody has stopped and
looked at it and a lot of people
are wanting to buy it," Wallace
said.
-"rin riot toll* to len Irtsh
going to keep it to show.'
Leonardo da Vinci must have
felt the same way over the
"Mona I ,,sa '•

FT. SAM HOUSTON. Tex
irmy Doctor Major David H.
Parker. son of Mrs. Francis H.
Parker 1321 W. Main. Merray.
completed the Army Medical
Department officer basic
course at the Academy of
Health sciences of the U S.
irrny. Ft Sam Houston. Tex.
The course provides basic
branch training and orientation
commissioned
newly
for
medical. dental and veterinary
corps officers. Students receive
training in general military and
medical related subjects in
addition to specialized supplemental instruction of each
corps
Dr Parker received his II A.
Degree in 1966 from Murray
State University. and his M
Degree in 1970 from the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine
NANCE INTERVIEWED
Dale Nance of Murray was
interviewed by NBC-TV for the
program, "Energy Crises," to
be shown tonight (Tuesday) on
television. Nance was inteviei.aLine. of. the
stops concerning the gas
shortage as he was driving his
own haulaway on a trip to
Chicago, Ill , to pick up cars
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Explosive Issues Expected
For '74 Legislative Session
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, KentLicky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter

lEditor's Note: The following column,
written by S.C. Van Curon of Me Frankfort
State Journal, is making its first appearance
today as a regular editorial page feature of the
Ledger & Times. Van Curon is prone to "tell it
like it is" and will give his readers a good insight into the activities in the state capital.
By S.C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT - The second legislative

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

TUESDAY-SEPTEMBER 4, 1973

session of a governor's term is usually a quiet,
routine affair with the executive budget the
chief legislation to be introduced, but the 1974
session will deviate from this norm with some
explosive issues.
The workmen's compensation act, labeled
the "black lung- bill in the last session, is sure
to come up for discussion with changes to be
offered. Attorney fees and doctor fees required
to get the black lung payments are now under
study by a legislative committee and changes
have been suggested.
An emotional issue that is sure to reverberate
through legislative halls is the abortion issue.
There have been strong feelings on this since
the Supreme Court issued its opinion last year
on abortion.
Another issue set off by a Supreme Court

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER 41i TIMES FILE

The Jim Adams IGA Grocery opened today in the
Northside Shopping Center on Chestnut Street
The City School Hoard has filed a resolution with
the County Judge requesting a special election be
called by the Fiscal Court for a special tax for expansion of the city school system
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, will be the speaker at the
by the Garden
opening luncheon to be held
Woman's
Club. ;
Murray
Department -of the
Fryers are advertised at 19 cents per pound in the
ad for Liberty Grocery this week.

20 Years Agi) Today
The fife-and ten cent SWre,Toriffery named H.A.
McElroy and Company, has been sold to Curt and
Everett Jones.
The new Church of Christ on North 15th Street will
open next Sunday with Ernest Clevenger as the
minister. The church is housed in the former home
of Mrs. Myrtle Walker.
"A whole new block of lots has been opened on
Sycamore Extended now that the Whitnell home is
being build there," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray."
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kennedy have returned home
after a vacation to points in Florida.

_BibleThoughtfor Today
And we know that all things work together for good
to them that love God, to them who are called according to his purpose.—Romans 8;25.
Thousands of good men have wrestled a blessing
from disaster—God helping them

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
We have learned in the news that in anger the
president sometimes slams his desk and that at
other times he jostles and shoves his press secretary
around. He could profit from the old maxim that
says: when a man is right he can afford to keep his
temper and when he is wrong he cannot afford to
lose it.
"He who restrains his temper will
have all his sins forgiven."
—Hebrew proverb

FOWLER, IND., BENTON LOUNTY REVIEW: -...some
WashIngtlirtr.C:,- thasy spent a -sizable
brainy bureaucrat
chunk of the public's money on a study to find Out why kids fall off
tricycles....( And now, as if that weren't, enough), $226,000 has
been given the National Transportation Center in Pittsburgh for
the study of feasibility of double decker buses in cities. I didn't get
any of the money-but I can tell them that in England and many
foreign countries double-decker buses have operated successfully
for years and years-but, I don't suppose the transportation
people or the bureaucrats would know that!"
++4 4
-.
HUGHES,ARK.,STAR-HERALD: -Leonid Brezhnev, the anticapitalist Communist bureaucratic boss of the ( U.S.S.R.)...is
making out very well for himself in his world survey of what he
hopes to be future Communist real estate. In 1972 he piecked up a
shiny new Cadillac as a gift from President Nixon; later he was
given a zippy Citroen-Maserati by President Pompidou of France,
and now he has.. been given a snappy,silver-grey Mercedes by
Chancellor Brandt of Germany. At this rate, he'll have to build a
bigger garage; no great problem, with so Much slave labor
available in the Soviet Union."
++++
LUCEDALE, MISS., GEORGE COUNTY TIMES: "A sign in
the window of a Grand Island, Nebraska, butcher advertises Tbones for 59 cents a pound. But in smaller letters at the bottom, it
says: With Meat, 92.08 a pound."
++++
BELTON, TEXAS, JOURNAL AND BELL COUNTY
DEMOCRAT:"As all taxpayers know, the red tape and paper
work in Washington is ridiculously complex and burdensome.
Now there is a bill in Congress to 'require an assessment of the
'paper -work' in our capitol. That sounds encouraging, except no
doubt the new agency,if created, will have a lot of paper work of
its own, as will another subsequent agency which will be set up to
investigate why the original agency has not accomplished
anything."
+
NEWVILLE, PA., VALLEY TIMES-STAR: "It is generally
assumed that the price of gasoline will go up as the supply goes
down partly because of the law of supply and demand but also
because the independents Selling surplus fuel at discount prices
are gning_ciut. business_ gq,vernment tazgi tend to rise and
perhaps partly us rationing device. Whatever,-the-telberattheservice station will get the complaints. Yet most people have been
around service stations long enough to know their profits on fuel
sales are slim compared to their time and work. The buck if there
is one shot* be passed further back, not forgetting those state
and fedenitaxes either."

MR. CLEAN
SOME REFORMS IMPRACTICAL

Campaign laws need balance
During a Senate discussion of a snooping on each other.
On the other hand, the political
bill to restrict political campaign
spending Sen. Marlow Cook of concept that money tempts evilKentucky remarked: "I'm afraid doers has a corollary. It is that a
that if we put in a few more low ceiling imposed on campaign
. ,spending does not necessarily asamendments nobody is going to.„
Win next year tvithout going-to sure honesty or morality.
Distilled to its essence, a politijail." Sen. Russell Long of Louisiana added that the Senate mea- cal campaign is necessary to find
sure was so complicated that "it the best possible person for &pubis going to take a genius who is lic office. It is intended to be a
both a lawyer and a Certified crucible in which all essential elePublic Accountant to run for of- ments are mixed; a process
where the scrutiny of every candifice."
The senators were deliberately date is microscopic.
Overstating the- c'ase to get attenAll of the eltments that the Sention, but there still is virtue to ate and other legislative bodies
what they are saying. Even law- are considering in the way of
yers and CPAs might be having campaign controls have draw second thoughts about seeking or backs as well as virtue The abilholding political office as tidal ity to raise money, as a single exwaves of campaign reform mea- ample, certainly is a test of a cansures sweep across the United didate's substance and appeal.
States of America. For example, Subjecting the fund raising prothere is Frank R. Kitchell of Seat- cess to the public searchlight is
tie, Wash., a S1 a year member of fine, but going beyond this to look
that city's port commission. Mr. at a candidate's totally unrelated
Kitchell, a lawyer, said that he is personal financial affairs certainrelinquishing his public office be- ly can inhibit men of means from
cause Washington's new political seeking office. Scrutiny of the
financing disclosure law requires lives and habits of opponents, if
him _to detail_ ail_ of -the business conducted legally, is as valid for
over $500-a year that hiii--24-mem- politicians as it-is for the press.
ber law firm conducts with its • Wasn't it Sen. McGovern who was
clients.
.
• criticized in 1972 for not looking
The warnings of the senators hard enough at the background of
and the example of Mr. Kitchell his first choice as a vice presidenare timely reinitidets during the tial candidate?
•
high emotions of the Watergate • -The guideline-for campaign reperiod. Americans are properly form legisl‘tion, whether in
i-arlignat‘t Allan* the ibibilillbeselbild—WAShingLOILIMAII_CaX.AAILIVP. be"high costs invol" in elections. " lieve, - is to find the balance beUndoubtedly citizens want to tween absolute but unattainable
know how much money was'spent purity and a pragmatic necessity
and who donated it. There alsp is - a balance with which we can
evidende enough that they do not live long after Watergate has left
like the thought of politicians _ the scene.

Wildlife Notes Available
From Wildlife Federation
The first batch of Wildlife
Notes, an educational series of
nature guides, is now available'
free from the three and one-half
million member National
Wildlife Federation.
Written and researched by
NWF staff professionals, each
of the 10 Notes thoroughly
details the life, food, history,
and habits of a specific animal
or covers a wildlife-related
subject. For instance, in one of
the Notes, "Things to Know
about Birdwatching," the
reader is provided basic information about birdwatching,
things to watch for, suggested
bircling guides, times and
places to look for bifds, etc.
Besides "Birdwatching," the
first set of Notes includes "The.
Whales," "Birds of the City,"
."The Bald Eagle," "The

Wildlife" offers some good hints
on attracting to your backyard,
and suggest ideas for converting the area behind your
house into a mini-refuge for a
variety of wild creatures
While additional sets are
available at 25 cents each, a
single set of the 10 Wildlife
Notes is available free by
writing to: National Wildlife
Federation, Educational Services, Dept. WN8, 1412 16th St.,
N. W., Washington; D.C. 20036.

POLLUTION SNIFFER
VICTORIA, B.C. 1API - The
pollution control branch here
has acquired a $75,000 mobile
air-quality laboratory, nicknamed Snifferbug,a spokesman
said.
The new mobile lab, built on
a 3I-fookschoo1.bus chassis, is
equipped to monitor air quality

American Auisitar.r_b$ around the clock- and le packet
ienwaaiwing ego
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Condor," "Creep Up On tnent and a teletype conso e
Is which produces a, punched paNature,"
"Wildlife
per tape to be transmitted
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nterin Victoria. ,
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Hospital Report
August 29, 1973
ADULTS 109
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Alice Dean McCoy and
Baby Boy, Route 3, Box 267,
Murray;

DISMISSALS

decision is in the field of capital punishment.
The U.S. Court did not declare the death
penalty illegal best attacked the options
provided under some state laws. The Court
seemed to be saying that the death penalty
could be levied in certain crimes, like killing a
policeman, but the jury had the right only to
decide whether the accused is guilty or not;The
peanity would be left to the court, and it would
be death.
An interim legislative committee is spending
this wk.it at Kentucky Dam Village at
Gilbertsville working toward final revision of
the penal code approved in the 1972 session.
Reapportionment of legislative districts is
also a hairy issue that has been raised and

He said some precincts that have been taken
from one county and put into another could be

returned to make a county a district. This
would conform to a federal ruling in the
Virginia case.
However, the problem here is when do you
stop? It's a domino game and all tumble if any
tampering or altering districts
amount of
begin
Expected to be a stormy emotional issue is a
proposed bill to be sponsored by the Louisville-

Jefferson County Airport Board that would give
Jefferson County the authority to condemn land
in Shelby, Henry or Spencer County for a new
jet airport. People in these three counties
strongly oppose the airport.
Raising the legal interest rate may become
an issue if interest rates don't settle down
before that time. The usury law says the legal
rate is six per cent but it does permit banks to
charge seven per cent and building and loan
associations may charge eight and a half per
cent on single family dwelling loans. High
interest rates paid on government securities
and other places have drawn a great deaf of
private capital out of banks and building and
loan associations.
If the high trend- continues, it "May be
necessary to amend the interest rates upward
to aid financing of homes through building and
loan associations. •
The law was amended in 1970 and again in
1972. Higher rates now may be charged on
loans above $25,000 where the borrower and
lender agree in writing.
The open meetings bill that was bottled up in
committee in the 1972 session will come up
again in 1974 and Gov. Wendell Ford has
promised that he will support it this time. The
bill already has been drafted.

Alaska To Have Enough
Workers For Pipeline
By JOHN MORRISON
Associated Press Writer
ANCHORAGE Alaska AP
- Alaska officials say then
own unemployed will be able tc
fill jobs created by construction
of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline,
that out-of-staters won't have
much of a chance.
An estimated 18,000 jobs will
become available when construction on the 789-mile line
between North Slope oil fields
and the port of Valdez gets under way.
But that work won't start until after the first of the year at
the earliest and under statc law
Alaskan residents will be given
hiring preference. An insured
unemployment rate of 10.2 per
cent among Alaskan workers
underscores that need.
Yet, hopeful job-seekers from
out-of-state are already flooding
the market.

"We used to get one 08 two

LEITERS*,els EDITOR/ -

inquiries about the pipeline,"
says Gus Caterinichio, business
manager of Laborers and Hod
Carriers Local 341. "But now
all of a sudden I find these
strange faces in the hallway
looking for work.
"This is a heckuva time to
come up here. We have a large
percentage of our membership
here who are out of work."
Caterinichio says he could
satisfy pipeline construction labor demands with available
Alaskans. He said there are
400-500 men in his own 1,100member union alone who are
now without work.
The Alyeska Pipeline Service
Co., the firm that plans to build
the $3.5 billion hot oil pipeline,
says it's receiving 15 to 20 telephone calls, 10 to 12 walk-ins
and 35 to 40 letters a day from
outside job-seekers.
Director Lee Dalby of the
State Employment Security Division says his agency tells outof-state job-seekers bluntly that
the pipeline is not under construction and won't be until
permits are issued. That won't
happen until congressional conferees settle differences in Senate and House bills authorizing
the line.

their 4-H Talent Act.-1
Those who made lidonations
were the -Calloway ziounty 4-H
Council, Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, New Concord P.T.A.,
Federal Savings & LoanMurray Branch, and Dan
Taylor of Taylor Motors of
Fulton, Kentucky.
The New Concord 4-H Club
Talent Act won first place in the
Purchase Area and the Act won
a blue ribbon in the State
Competition.
The title of the Talent Act was
"Tribute to Kentucky." The
boys and girls will always
remember it, and so will their
parents.
The participants and (amity_
members who attended are as
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Lose ugly excess %wig
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steady weight loss for
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply
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and start losing weigh
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ly satisfied with weigh
the very first package
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The 4-H Leaders of the New
a woos paws wortiansaL Concord School and Fred
!RAC iettlibininEURIL
Gillum, County 4-H Agent.,
would like to thank the
Nightly Except Sun.:
businesses and organizations
*
at 10:40 p.m. *
for their donations to charter a
Illinois
is
the
fifth
CALCUTTArrj *
most
popu•
*
"OH!
nice air-conditioned bus to lous state
in the Urnted States.
41-4.41-104-41/-4-4-11.4t444-4- 4t4
can ciur„boys,..ancigirig, in that 4
State Pair at Lexington, Kentucky, on August 18 to perform
...... •

Mrs. Patricia Gail Boyd, 1613
Dodson Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Norma Dean Darnell, Route 1,
Murray, Miss Kimberly Gail follows: Danny Kingins, Mrs,
Malone, Route 1, Henry, Tenn., Billie Jo Kingins, Mrs. Houston,
Mrs. Cathy Lee Bruce, Route 1, Joe Todd, Harold Bucy, Gary
Sedalia, Mrs. Barbra Ann Eaker, Tony McClure, Gary
Gillum and Baby Boy, Route 1, McClure I pianist), Mr. and- Mrs
Knitsey, Mrs. Florence Lee Glen Eaker, Rodney and
Futrell and Baby Boy, Route 3, Glenda Eaker, Steve Barnett,
Cadiz, Mrs. Gertie B. Huie, Mrs. Barnett, Patricia Barnett,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, Tammy Lax, Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. Carrie Lee Jurney, Route Thomas tax, Laura
2, Paris, Tenn., Lamer Farmer, Mrs. Odell
Jarrett, Ellen
416 South 9th St., Murray, Mahan, Mrs. Billy
Mahan, Kim
William Novis Wells, Route 3, Bogard, Debra
Smith, Mr. and
Murray, Mrs. Effie Virginia Mrs. Don Smith, Dashia
Humphreys (Expired), 1103 Cindy Williams, Julle-Willlanis,
Syeasnorer Murray. Pat Cunningham, Mrs. Odell

'TWIlin is directly responsible for many phenomena on
earth, including the origin and
survival of life, clouds, atmos-

some bills changing district lines are certain to
be introduced. Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll has said
he is not for statewide redistricting.
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Jana Harrison Is
Honored At Bridal —
Tea At Like Home

Your inimtuaillorostOpe
Frances Drake

Mrs. Cecil Like, Mrs. Al
Colley, Jr., Mrs. Lee Bolen,
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1173
Mrs. Lloyd Canter, and Mrs.
Dickie Overby were the
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
gracious hostesses for a bridal
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ineet" tea held in
honor of Miss Jana
what your outlook is, according
You are one of the few in a Harrison, bride-elect of Rodney
to the stars.
position to take strong and Tidwell, at the Like home .in
progressive action now, but be Kirksey.
ARIES
careful not to make too many
The focal point of the living
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grkA waves. A certain
amount of room in which the tilts were
Influences fairly favorable, discretion needed.
displayed was the mantle which
but don't consider all decisions
was decorated with wedding
made now as final. You may SAGITTARIUS
bells and two doves carrying
have to revise later in the week. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have an urge to streamers on which were tied
TAURUS
gamble on speculative yen- wedding rings.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
hires; this, coupled with your
The guests were served from
Start day with enthusiasm undue optimism in finances,
and keep it going - even in could have a severe effect on a beautifully appointed tea
table overlaid with a white cloth
trying moments. Getting your resources. Care!
and featuring silver and crystal
cooperation from associates CAPRICORN
appointments. The floral
may be your biggest problem- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
but it CAN be achieved.
In spite of certain challenges centerpiece was of daisies and
and some opposition from those baby's breath.
GEMINI
The honoree wore a dress of
at the top, don't let your op(May 72 to June 21)
Profit byby past mistakes and timism run down. You are on green and white voile comsound advice. You now have a the right track - as others will plimented by a corsage of
matching daisies. She was
chance to make satisfying see later.
presented a pair of sterling
advancement, but day needs the AQUARIUS
silver candelsticks by the
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) •
right push, steadiness.
Some puzzling situations hostesses.
CANCER
Indicated. If you can touch
(June 72 to July 23) 430
bases with certain people at a
Uncertainty could offset your
distance, however, you can
best efforts, so be decisive.
work things out
Marshal all your talents, will
PISCES
power and experience with a
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
view toward taking brisk steps (
Don't let rumors and idle
forward.
speculation cause you to
LEO
become restless and (or) inIhr CECIL, SkOwtiltOtat
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44t,
decisive. Carry out your plans
•P f•ed Fero,
You should have easier as scheduled. Things should
SUPPER
DIET
sledding than many others now turn out well.
Liver and Kidney Kaboba
- as long as you are accurate
YOU BORN TODAY have,a Stewed Tomatoes Snap Beans
and conduct your affairs with
Vanilla Lemon Frost
logic and candor. Curb a ten- rare talent for knowing how to
Beverage
the
get
to
how
and
others
please
dency toward recklessness.
VANILLA LEMON FROST
most out of what you undertake.
VIRGO
This low-calorie dessert is
You have the traditional
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Virgoan practicality but are most refreshing.
Stretch a point where it will less conventional and inhibited 2-3rcLs cup instant
nonfat dry milk
pay off later. A vote of con- than many of your Sign. You
fidence is sometimes necessary have a keen intellect and are 2 cups water
to secure the cooperation you greatly attracted to the I envelope unflavored
gelatin
need.
scientific, but you do not fit the
is cup sugar
picture of the cut and dried 2 egg whites
LIBRA
1 scientist buried in research and 1 tablespoon grated
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) AZ:
Keep plans flexible: changing records. Rather, because of
lemon rind
situations could make revision your lively imagination arid 3 tablespoons lemon
you
intuition,
remarkable
necessary. On the personal truly
juice
side: romance and outdoor are the type who comes up with 1 tablespoon pure
brilliant ideas which, no matter
vanilla extract
interests highly favored.
how unique, are always
Dissolve dry milk in water.
workable. Other fields in which In a medium saucepan mix
you are talented and which gelatin with sugar; stir in milk.
could lead to outstanding Cook over low heat, stirring
success: music, writing, constantly, until gelatin and
politics, the law, medicine, sugar are dissolved. Turn into
lecturing, dramatic criticism. a freezer tray without ice-cube
Birthdate of: Carol Lawrence, divider; freeze until frozen I
inch from edge. Turn into the
singer.
large bowl of electric mixer.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Lose ugly excess weight with the
FOR lel For a personal 110-oate
Add egg whites, lemon rind,
diet
FAT-GO
NEW
sensible
forsicast on heeth, wealth. loot and
lemon juice and vanilla. Beat
rnerriage. sand $1.50 plus 23 cants in
plan. Nothing sensational lust
coin' Mx postage and handling to
steady weight loss for those that
at high speed for 2 minutes or
Horoscope Gook Dirportnotni. 500 173.
really want to lose.
044 Chelsea Station. Now York. N
until light and fluffy. Return to
)0011, mentioning this newspaper
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
freezer tray; freeze until firm.
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
The price of two cups of coffee.
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
Allow to soften slightly at room
you ge the nen forecast tor your
Ask Holland drug store
temperature before serving.
new sign)
plan
reducing
FAT-GO
the
about
Makes I quart. 82 calories per
end start losing weight this week.
WEEKEND GUESTS
1 2 cup portion
completenot
Mrs. Sarah Rhodes Hirunan
Money back in full if
from
loss
weight
with
ly satisfied
and son, Kelly, of Columbus,
the very first package.
Miss., have been the weekend
DON'T DELAY
Snipped fresh chives may be
guests of her mother, Mrs.
gist PAT-00 today.
Christine Rhodes, and her aunt, added to muffins made from
.fDnly 52.50 at Holland Drug
buttermilk biscuit mix.
Miss Mayme Whitnell.
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at-den Path

'Keep Summer

By Mn. w. P. WILLIAMS

Year 'Round

Student should cool it
with her professor

Keep shapes and colors
from your summer garden all
winter long by preserving
some of your favorite flowers
and foliages, recommends
Phyllis
Inman,
crafts
specialist with the University
of Tennessee Agricultural
Extension Service

"Pick the flowers at the
peak of their beauty - before
By Abigail Van Buren
they start to fade," says Miss
Inman. "Don't gather them in
DEAR ABBY: Last year I enrolled in a night class and
the full sun or when moisture
is still on the petals. Late
found myself very much attracted to my professor. He's in
afternoon is usually the best
his middle thirties, and I'm 22 I purposely got a ride to
time "
class one night and asked him if he would give me a ride
You can preserve flowers
home. He did, and we sat in front of my house talking for
several ways, depending on
over an hour, and I know he enjoyed it as much as I did.
the shape of the plant and the
He didn't ask to see me after that, but I could tell he
intended use for it
was very conscious of me. Thinking he needed a bit more
"Air-dry the big, grainy
encouragement, I wrote him a note telling him I wasn't
roadside flowers and grasses,
looking for an affair, just a friendship. He didn't acknowlsuch as seedtxxis and catedge the note so I dropped by his office to ask if he had
tails," says the UT associate
get
to
want
didn't
he
but
had,
he
said
He
received it.
professor. "Strong-stemmed
"involved."
plants can be dried upright,
I asked him what he thought of me, and he said: "1
but hang those with weaker
think you are 'nice,' but it's not a good idea for us to see
upside down. Keep
sterns
school."
each other outside of
them in a dry, dark room for a
Abby, I can't forget him. I think he could care for- me
few weeks."
if he would let himself. Why is he fighting me? I'm not the
Press delicate flowers and
would
I
but
men,
at
herself
throws
usually
who
girl
of
kind
foliage, such as violets, ferns,
over.
him
win
give anything if I could
green or colored leaves. Put
DIGS HIM
How can 1 get my foot in the4cioor 7
_
--oesch -plant between sever-al
thicknesses of newspaper and
DEAR DIGS: First get your foot out of yam! mouth. I
weigh it down Leave for three
fear you've already turned him off with your earessiveor four weeks.
aess. Cool it. If there Isle be any DeXt move, he will have
"Try the borax method for
I. make it. But don't be disappointed if be doesn't.
preserving flowers that won't
dry or press well," says Miss
DEAR ABBY: Our next door neighbors are lovely peoInman "Line a container with
"Mister"
Well,
sixties.
early
their
in
both
ple. They are
waxed paper and pour in an
loves to smoke cigars, and "Mrs." will not let him smoke
inch of borax. Cut all but one
cigars in the house, so he goes out in the backyard and
inch of the stem from each
smokes up a blue storm every evening after supper. Their
flower head. Later stems can
backyard joins ours.
be made from wire wrapped in
We have a picnic table in our backyard, and enjoy' florist tape.':
eating outside, but the fumes from his cigar drift to our
Flat flowers, such as zinnias
dining area and spoil my appetite (We live in Iowa, and
and daisies, should be placed
there's not much of a breeze here 1
face down in the borax.
They are such nice neighbors, always giving us flowers
"Roses and other full
and vegetables from their garden Should we say anything?
!dooms work best face up,"
Or just eat indoors? I can't take that cigar smoke.
notes the specialist "Lay
NEIGHBORS
stalk flowers, such as gladioli
and delphinium, on their
DEAR NEIGHBORS: Tr, diverting the cigar pollutios
sides. Carefully cover each
man
any
but
-lover,
smoke
With an electric faa. I am no
flower with more borax. Dry
who enjoys his cigar so mach be lets his wife chase him
at least a week Then remove
little
a
and
sympathy
weds
it
smoke
to
house
the
of
mit
the flowers, gently blowing off
compassion.
any remaining borax."
DEAR ABBY . A few years ago I had a vasectomy. My
wife's gynecologist is well aware of this fact. Knowing this,
he prescribed birth control pills for my wife.
Don't you think a proper doctor should have consulted
me for my opinion before doing this?
I love my wife, but she insists that what she "arWith
her body is her ovni business.
CONFUSED 11,VANCOUVER
DEAR CONFUSED: Why the coati/Ilse A proper doctor's first responsibility is to prescribe for his patient's
seeds. I'd say your wife's doctor is doing just that.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SMASHED BUT HAPPY IN
BEVERLY IL5 "Driak does mot drown care, but
It grow tosser." (Benjamin Franklin. I
waters It. asd
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If you have peonies that need
moving or dividing, now is the
time to do it. Divide them
carefully, plant shallowly,
water thoroughly and firm the
ground around them. They
should be ready to give their
best next summer. They will not
bloom as well when they become
crowded, so check them and
divide if needed.
Lilies of the Valley also may
need dividing. They grow so
rapidly that it is good to dig
them up every few years and replant. Dig the bed deeply and
put in plenty of compost or peat
moss. They like a loose rich soil.
Now is the time to prune all
summer blooming plants, if you
have not already done so. But be
sure they are through blooming,
then cut back so that new growth
will produce blooms next year.
It is a little early yet to prune
Crape Myrtle. But you can cut it
back severely in a couple of
weeks and be sure to remove all
the old flower heads.
It is too late to prune some of
the earlier bloomers, like the
Magnolia Soulangeana, for it
has already begun to set its buds
:for. next spring.
Lilacs can be cut back now
and if they have not bloomed
well this year, a good root
pruning might help. Cut the
:roots cleanly and add a fresh
top-dressing of well rotted
fertilizer or humus.
Look over your yard and in
your flower beds, for you may
find several plants that can be
potted and brought indoors for
winter flowering. Before the
weather gets cold, is a good time
to do this as the new plants can
be put in a shady spot until they
recover from the shock of being
transplanted, then they may be
gradually acclimated to the
indoors.
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER

•Mrs. J. B. Burimen . .
- •Pbz 713.1sit er 713-45417

Any of you who have the
trailing nasturtiums can enjoy
them on into the winter. Simply
cut a piece two or three feet long
and put it in water. It will
continue to grow and will make
a lovely spot of green with a few
blossoms from time to time.
Verbena can be treated the
same way but it does much
better if set in soil. Gardeners
farther north are accustomed to
bringing potted cuttings in the
house to help brighten the longer
winter,
Dahlias should be staked to
keep the early fall winds from
breaking
them.
Chrysanthemums should also be
staked and all these plants
should be watered well.
Roses should be inspected for
any dead branches that need
removing and keep all flower
heads picked as soon as they
... -fade.
September is incised a buoy
month. Not only do-4611111
0Tre
of our old plants but bs. to
think of the fall plaothif
Again let me urge you to plant at least one new plant or bulb this
fall. Add a little expectation to
the pleasure of gardening.
-

'Co
ay
Barbara Jewel
KEEP OLOHE
OVER HOUSE PLANTS
House plants must beeared for
daily to maintain healthy plants.
It is most important to keep a
watchful eye out for diseases and
insects. Sure signs of trouble are
dying blooms or leaves. Dead
parts of a plant should be removed and treatment initiated
against the muse. whether it be
disease or insects.
It is also very inmortant .10
maintain good ventilation. Fresh
air should be circulated in the
room to rid it of dust and gases
which can damage plants.
Only healthy flowers are beautiful. We make it our business to
maintain and furnish only the
freshest, healthiest plants to our
customers. We deem it a pleasure to Nen* you Telephone us
the next Wile that you need
flowers.
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let-Us Help You RememberiNathat_Those Memories Forever wit Quality Photographs
by

DAVID HILL
Phone 75674O,

1205 Melrose
•

v Weddings
v Portraits
1/ Commercial

BABY
PORTRAITS
Get your first 8x10 Color
Print for only $2.50
4 Proofs to Choose From

GROUP
PORTRAITS
Clubs, Teams, Classes,
and Any Other Large
or Small Groups

Anniversaries
r Family Reunions
Baby Portraits

Family Portraits
Group Pictures
and Alt Special
Events

WEDDINGS

FAMILY
PORTRAITS

No Minimum
Order

Sstitfaction
Ougronteed

In the comfort of your
own home or in the
great outdoors!

Black and White or Color

COMMERCIAL
WORK

4 B&W Proofs
for only $5.00

For Business or
Advertising
No Job Too Large

PORTRAITS

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR INFORMATION TODAY!!
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Our Work, At No Obligation

Tuesday, September 4
Groups of Baptist Women of
Baptist Church will meet
as folks's: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. L.L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m. and
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Coldie
-Caldwell at 7:38p.m-

Nature's Palete Garden Club
will meet at the Ellis CornInanity Center at 1:30 p.m..

A ladies day luncheon will be
afied at the Oaks Country Club
at12 noon with Mrs. Max Nance
And Mrs. Jerry Caldwell as
chairmen of the hostesses who
Murray TOPS Club will meet are
Mesdames Paul Jerry Lee,
seven
at the Health Center at
James S. Lawson, John Nanny,
p.m.
Charles Caldwell, Howard
Ralph Nelson, Phillip
--Paraats'orientation meeting Giles,
Tibbs., lames Blalock, Danny
Cooperative
a
l
7--Esio
for ---Bt.Edwards, Jerry Key, Charles
Preschool will be held at Simons, Tommy Goodwin,
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m
°atrium Farley, W. C. Butterworth, Fred Pogue, Ben
the
of
Department
The Kappa
Grogan, James Shahan, James
Murray Woman's Club will Kline, Gene Woods, and Tom
have a salad potluck dinner at Williams.
the club house at 6:30 p.m. New
'
members will attend and an
Monday,September 6
ensemble for the Music
Junior Golf Trophy potluck
Department will give the dinner will be held at the
program. Hostesses will be Murray Country Club at seven
Miller,
Tim
Mesdames
p.m. All golfers and their
Ben
Philpot.
Lawrence
families are invited.
Thompson,
Hogancamp, Rex.
Harold Hurt, and Jack Jackson
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
First _Presbyterian Church will
Murray Assembly No 19 meet at the home of Mrs. Oils
Order of the Rainbow for Girls McNells, 306 South 15th Street,
will meet at the Masonic Hall at at 1:30 p.m. Note change in
seven p.m.
date.
Wednesday,September 5
Baptist Young Women of
Mission groups of the Spring Spring Creek Church will meet
C'reek Baptist Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
at the church at 7:30 p.m
Baptist Young Women of
Baptist Young Women and Kirksey Church will meet at the
Baptist Women of Flint Baptist church at seven p.m.
Church will hold separate
meetings at seven p.m
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
Baptist have a workshop at eleven a.m.
Cherry Corner
Women and Baptist Young at the club house, followed by
Women are scheduled to have sack lunch, and the business
separate meetings at the church meeting at 1:30 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Blankenship Circle of the
meet at eight p.m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist church is scheduled
to meet at seven p.sa_
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Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
Felon Mothers Club is
meet at the Ellis Coll'ununIty
Faxon
the
at
meet
scheduled to
at 7:30 p.m
Center
School at 1:30 p.m,

1304 Chestnut Street

Hours: 8:30-600 Daily Phone 7534365
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By HERS('HEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Hank Aaron hit plenty of
home runs for the Milwaukee

Braves and slammed two more
for the Atlanta Braves Monday
night but the most unique batting feat of the 1973 baseball

Casper Rallies To Win
Greater Hartford Open

MURRAY SWIM Team members are shown on the dtving boards at the pool at the Oaks Country Club. The team, coached by Dr.
Jack Baker with the assistance of Kim Battle. is made up of members from the Murray and Oaks Country Clubs. Shonn are, left to
right, top row, standing, Ashley Smock, Emily Porter, Leslie Hunter, Barry Bogard, and Martha Lyle Pittman; seated, top rein,
Brad Boone, Kevin Ray, Mark Peebles, Alan Boyd, Nick Afard, M1kHlbbard, Emily Gore, Kelly rea, Robin Burke, Pm
Johnson, Julie Billington, Robin Ray,Sally Grasty,and Charlotte Shroat; standing, middle row,Scotty Orr, Vincent Furches, Mark
Roberts, Chris Marquart, Jodie McCoart, Jay Pittman, Wilson Simmons, Howard Giles, Mark Austin, Tyler Seale, Paul Austin,
Clay Furches, Kim Battle, and Rusty Bogard; seated,front row, Kelly Seale, Doug Henry,Tim Giles, Mary Leigh Furches,Suzanne
Ptttman, Kim McCoart, Debbie Henry,and Lisa Russell; standing,front, Dr. Jack Baker and Michelle Richardson.
(Staff Photo by David Hill i

MOTOR SPORTS
DU QUOIN, Ill. — Mario Andretti collected $6,463 in capturing the US. Auto Club 100-mile
dirt _track championship race
Monday at the Du Quoin State
Fairgrounds.
BASEBALL
DETROIT — Detroit Tigers'
Manager Billy Martin, pitching
coach Art Fowler and bullpen
coach Charlie Silvera were
fired by General Manager Jim
Campbell and coach Joe
Schultz was named to replace
Martin as manager
ARLINGTON, Tex. — Joe
Burke, vice president and general manager of the Texas
Rangers,resigned and was succeeded by Danny O'Brien.
GOLF
TOLEDO,Ohio — Craig Stadler, a University of Southern
California star, forged a big
early lead and then withstood a
rally by Dave Strawn to win
the 36-hole U.S. Amateur Golf
Championship 6 and 5.

Paul Coltharp is used to
changing football positions.
He's played six of them thus far
in his high school and college
career But his latest, corner

back for Murray State's
Racers, is giving him some
concern.
"I guess I'm feeling the
responsiblity of being the only

LOSE WEIGHT
OR
MONEY BACK
The Oditims Plea am nip pm

bscaMs selm Orbs permit Inat yes
ninkillba la be.Adding Ms beet ass/
maisdally by asesseds dl mse the
sertabyto 14 yeses. Get rid al emu
N. and Om longer.
Minix is s they tablet sad essay
smilansil.Contsias so dangerous drugs
No stervirg. No spacial sserciess.
Unisex Plea costs $3.25 and the large
economy Wm $5.25
You must loss ugly fat or yaw
asomy will be refunded No questions
asked. Accent no substitutes. Sold with
this guarantee by
VERSATILE PERFORMER—Paul Coltharp of Murray State
University has played six different positions during his high
school and college career. Last season as a safety, Coltharp led
the team in tackles with 76.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
'The Southern California Trojans are not celebrating the
fact that they have been ranked
No. 1 in the Associated Press'
pre-season poll of major college
football teams.
"Why shout that we're No.
1,- junior linebacker Richard
Wood said after the Trojans
had been selected Saturday to
repeat as national champions.
"We KNOW we're No. 1.”
- At least we'll have been
No. 1 at one point of the season," said a more cautious
John McKay, the Trojans' head
coach.

Buying a new car can be eastethan you'd
expect--if you let us handle the financing
for you.

. Financing services by
MFA Security Service Co

returning starter in the
defensive backfield," Coltharp'
says, "and I'm trying not to
make mistakes. But I'm finding
it difficult to read alignments
from the corner, and have to
make that quick decision
whether the play will be a pass
or run is weighing on me."
Coltharp was the Racer
safety last year and led the
team in tackles with 76.
proudest
However,
his
moments of the season came in
Murray's Homecoming giune
against East Tennessee when
he intercepted two passes.
Coltharp's musical chairs
with football positions began at
Paducah Tilghman High School
where he was twice All-Western
Conference, honorable mention
all-state, and All-Midsouth.
While there, he played at
fullback and flanker on offense
and linebacker and monster
man on defense. It was his play
as monster man that interested
Murray scouts.
He spent his freshman season
at Murray spelling allconference Kevin Grady at
safety, but when Grady
graduated, Coltharp started
every game as a.sophomore_
And he played about every
moment the Racers were on
defense.
"Durability is one of Paul's
strongest assets," Murray
Coach Bill Furgerson says.
"He's never even missed a
practice session with an injury.
He's also an intelligent player
and you don't have to worry
about his making costly
mistakes. He always knows his
assignments and he's good at
both pass defense and setting
the corner against a run."
Coltharp's running mates in
the Racer defensive backfield
are Billy Young at the other
corner, Al Martin at roving
back, and Mark Hickman at
safety.
"We've got good rapport,"
Coltharp says. "We talk
among ourselves and help each
other."
How will the Racers fare in
the Ohio Valley Conference this
season.
"If we don't have too many
injuries, we're gotri to make a
real run for the championship,"
Coltharp says.
Murray will open its season in
new Roy Stewart Stadium,
Sept. 15, against Western
Carolina, one of the nation's top
college-division teams last
year. Home games with Tennessee Tech and Morehead will
follow on succeeding weekends.

In the 1973 pre-season poll,
they received 55 of 63 firstplace votes and a total of 1,238
points from a panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
Canoe Classic
Ohio State was a distant second with two first-place nomiTROTS 'RIVIERES, Que.
nations and 896 points. Texas, (AP) — The team of Eugene
with one first-place vote, was Jensen and Dan-Hassel of Minthird with 785 points. Fourth- neapolis won the 40th annual
place Nebraska and fifth-rank- St. Maurice international canoe
ed Michigan each collected two elassic which ended Monday.
first-place ballotA Alabama.
was sixth and Penn State, with mile stretch between Shawni-the -remaining.ngen;-Que.;and Trois- Ftivieresfinished seventh.
in 15 hours, 13 minutes and 11
Codmieting the Top Ten were - seconds, three second ahead of
-Notre Dame, 'eighth; Ten- Claude and Serge Corbin of
riessee, ninth, and UCLA. t,
Quebec.

WETHERSFIELD,
Conn. roared and laughed, shouted
AP) — There was something and whooped when Lee Treof a wistful, half-joking, half- vino—also out of it—birdied the
chiding quality in Billy Cas- final hole and threw his cap to
per's voice as he surveyed the the gallery.
Casper had played in a threevast throng of some 30,000
some with Palmer and Trevino
around the 18th green.
"I just wish," said golf's qui- in Sunday's third round and
et man, "there were a few had been completely ignored in
more of Billy's Buffaloes the milling press of Arnie's
Army and Lee's Pleas.
around."
But when it was over, it was
Casper—as usual—was virtually ignored until the final the graying Casper who stood
few holes when he emerged as alone at the top, the . author of
the winner of the $40,000 first an errorless 64, seven-underprize Monday in the Greater par in the steaming heat of the
Wethersfield Country Club
Hartford Open.
It was the 50th professional course.
He had a course record score
victory for the portly 42-year914. vtter4/4 w4ttjs fourth .1n. of 264. And his 20-under-par tothis tournament. His victory W- 4a1 was the second best on the
WI is exceeded by only four' fair this season. But he won by
only one stroke over skinny
men in history.
But, as has been the case Australian Bruce Devlin.
Devlin had two eagles in a
through his entire career, the
cheers and accolades were re- five-hole stretch on the back
nine, put together a 66 and took
served for others.
Arnold Palmer received a second at 265.
standing ovation, a cheering,
Leading final
foot-stomping tribute as he
came to the 18th—already out money winnings:
of contention. The crowds Billy Casper
$40,000
Date Is Changed
Bruce Devlin
DAVIDSON, N.C. (AP) — $22,800
Davidson College's football Jim Wiechers
opener has been changed from $9,750
2 p.m. Saturday at Davidson to Lee Trevino
8 p.m. Saturday at North Meck- $9,750
lenburg High School near Char- Arnold Palmer
lotte, college officials an- $9,750
nounced Monday night.
Lee Elder
A spokesman said the change $9,750
in time and location was made Bob Payne
because of -heat condition." $5,460
The spokesman said it would be Hubert Green
too hot to play the game during $5,460
the day and that lighting is not Tom Kite
adequate at the Davidson Sta- $5,460
dium at night.
Gary Player
The Wildcats will meet Wof- $5,460
ford College of Spartanburg, Don Ries
S.C., in the game.
$5,460

season may have been a mere
triple earlier in the day by a
present-day Milwaukee Brewer
with the non-household name of
Eduardo Rodriguez.
It came in the eighth inning
of the first game of a meaningless doubleheader between
the Brewers and the Cleveland
Indians and was the first hit by
an American League pitcher in
this year of the designated hitter.
Rodriguez was the fourth
pitcher to bat. Previously, Chicago's Cy Acosta and Oakland's
Rollie Fingers struck out and
Milwaukee's Chris Short
reached base on catcher's interference. Rodriguez' triple
thus gave the league's hurlers
a collective batting average of
.333. Who needs designated hitters anyway?
Elsewhere, the Oakland A's
lost to the California Angels 3-1
but maintained their 3 -game
lead over Kansas City in the
West Division when the Minnesota Twins erupted for seven
runs in the ninth inning and
beat the Royals 11-4. In the East, the Baltimore
Orioles were about to open a
commanding eight-game bulge.
over Boston when the Red Sox
rallied for seven runs in the
eighth inning and a 9-8 triumph
in the second part of a daynight
doubleheader. The win left the
Red Sox six games out since
Baltimore won the day game,
13-8.
In other action, the New York
Yankees edged the Detroit Tigers 4-3 and the Chicago White
Sox took two from the Texas
Rangers 8-7 in 11 innings and 52.
Ands 3,- A's I
California's Nolan Ryan, who
pitched a one-hitter in his last
start and two no-hitters earlier
in the season, fired a three-hitter and struck out 12 A's to
push his major league-leading
total to 325, 57 short of Sandy
Koufax' one-season record.
Twins 11, Royals 5
Paul Schaal's homer gave the
Royals a 5-4 lead in the eighth
inning but pinch hitter Rich
Reese delivered a game-tying
single in the ninth and scored

Great
ludtcare,
For the
knits you

on Eric Soderholm's double,
Before the inning was over,
Larry Hisle doubled Soderholm
across, Rod Carew laced an
RBI single and Bob Darwin
hammered a three-run homer.
Orioles 13-8, Red Sox 8-9
Danny .Cater's two-run pinch
single on which Tommy Harper
scored from first base capped
Boston's seven-run rally. All
the runs—two came on a double
by
Mario
Guerrero-- were
unearned thanks to a pair of errors by Baltimore second baseman Bobby Grich.
Earl Williams drove in five
runs for Baltimore with a
grand slam homer and a solo
shot. The Orioles won the wild
opener as Paul Blair- drilled a
pair of three-run homers, one
inside the park, and Williams
hit another solo blast.
Yankees 4, Tigers 3
Thurman Munson's second
homer of the game, a two-run
shot in the eighth inning following Joe Coleman's two-out walk
to Roy White, lifted the Yankees to only their second victory in 12 games.
White Sox 8-5, Rangers 7-2
Eddie Leon's leadoff double
and an RBI single by Chuck
Brinkman triggered a three-run
Chicago rally in the seventh inning of the nightcap that broke
a 2-2 tie. The Sox won the opener as Carlos May drove in five
runs.

THE
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By KAROL STUN
Associated Press Spot
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Billie-Jean is-Upset-in The
U.S. Open Tennis Tournament
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By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (API
— The abdication of Billie Jean
King as queen of the U.S. Open
has taken some of the luster off
the $100,000 jewel scheduled later this month in Houston.
The mastermind of sports
spectaculars, Jerry Perrenchio,
and ABC-TV, just assumed that
Bobby Riggs' biggest hustle
ever would be not the Wimbledon winner, but also the U.S.
Open champion.
But it won't be that way.
The world's premier woman
tennis player succumbed to the
flu, fatigue and furnace-like
weather, and defaulted her
fourth-round match to Julie
Heldman after the fifth game
of the third set Monday.
Miss Heldman had mixed
emotions about the triumph.
"It made me feel darn good,"
said Julie, "but I'd like to beat
her when she's fit.
"She has only one more tournament before she meets Bobby and I'm slightly saddened

-Captain's Choice Is
Won By Kain's Team
Royal Kain stroked ill a 12foot birdie putt on the fourth
hole of a sudden death playoff
yesterday to give his team top
honors in the Labor Day Captain's Choice tournament at
the Murray-Calloway Country
Coub.
Kain and his playing partners, Betty Lowry and Howard
Boone, finished the 18 holes of
regulation play at 65, seven
under par and in a tie for first
place with the team captained
by Don Robinson and including
Gingles WalLsi, Beverly Spann
and Mai-y Watson.
Both teams birdied the first
hole of the sudden death playoff
and parred the next two holes
before the match ended on the
dogleg, 4-par fourth hole with
Kain's winning putt.
Three teams Aied at ilk six
under par. These were:
Chester Thomas, Dick Orr
and Beverly Parker; Tom
Muehleman, Joe McCoart and
Toopie Thomas; and M. C.
Garrott, Holmes Ellis and
Euldene Robinson.
Forty golfers participated in
the tournament, the format of
which involved the selection of
the best shot of the team each
time and all shooting the next
shot from that spot. Bill
Emener, who teaches guidance
and counseling at Murray State
University, was in charge.
The other golfers and their
team scores are as follows:
C. Morrison, Ed Watson, Inus
Orr and Jennie Wallis, 69.
Buddy Spann,Frances Miller,
Phyllis Kain and Rae Emener,
69.
Bill Emener, Vernon Shown
and Betty Stewart, 70.
Pete and Frances Hulse and
Buist and Betty scott, 72.
Chad Stewart, Scott Sieber
and Judy Muehleman, 72.
Lee Stewart, R. Ford; and
Euva Nell Mitchell, 73.
Larry Robinson, Veneta
Sexton and Frances Parker, 74.
The day's activities ended
with a potluck dinner for club
members and their families,
hosted by Chester and Toopie
Thomas.
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that she didn't go on and win
this in great style."
But Miss Heldman who has
beaten Mrs. King only twice before is the one who applied the
legal wrench that ended a
possible victory for Billie Jean.
After Mrs. King took the first
set with seeming ease and was
leading 4-1 in the second, she
began to falter. Miss Heldman
reeled off six straight games
and took nine of the last 10.
Down 4-1 in the third set,
Mrs. King seemed immobilized
and failed to take to the court
after a 60-second break.
Miss Heldman approached
the umpire.
"Is the minute up?" she
asked, referring to international rules that permit no
more rest in changing courts.
"It's more than up," the umpire replied.
Julie then turned to her opponent and said:
"We must continue or stop
the match."
"Okay," replied the wilted
Billie Jean, "if yotovant it that
much, you can have it."
Then she took the few steps
from the clubhouse court to the
dressing room and it was over.

lead over Pittsburgh in the
East Division, splitting a doubleheader with the Pirates. The
Cardinals dropped the first
game 5-4 in 13 innings but
bounced back to take the nightcap, 8-3. In other games, Montreal defeated Chicago 5-2 and
New York split a doubleheader
with Philadelphia, winning 5-0
before losing 6-3.
Can Aaron make it to 714 this
year? Well, in Atlanta's last 17
games, the 39-year-old slugger
has hit seven homers and driven in 21 runs, an amazing pace
that would carry him past Ruth
this month if he can maintain
it. But, of course, he must play
and that could be a problem.
"I probably won't play more
than half of our remaining
games," said Aaron. "It's possible. It can happen. But I'm
not going to play that much
more this season. No day
games and I'll probably lay off
some of the night games."
Atlanta has five day games
and 17 night games remaining
this season.
Reds 4, Astros 3
Rookie Ken Griffey delivered

Packers Aren't Worried About
Not Having Top Quarterback
By MIKE O'BRIEN .
Associated Press Sports Writer
GREEN BAY, Wis. (API —
The ancient axiom that no
team can win a National Football League crown without a
top-flight quarterback has
failed to temper the heady talk
of Super Bowl around what
used to be called "Titletown,
U.S.A."
The Green Bay Packers, in a
steady decline since they wan
the first two Super Bowls in
1967 and 1968, surprised even
their iSsatiable fans by transforming a 4-8-2 record in 1971 to
10-4 and a playoff berth last
season, Dan Devine's second
year as coach and general
manager.
After a year's familiarization
process with the NFL, the former University of Missouri
coach rid himself of the few
veterans who refused to accept
him. He rebuilt the Packers
through shrewd trades that
brought running back MacArthur Lane, linemen Malcolm
Snider and Alden Roche and
safety Jim Hill and draft picks
that produced runner John
Brockington, cornerback Willie
Buchanon and kicking sensation
Chester Marcol.
Green Bay won the NFC's
"Black and Blue" Central Division despite, statistically, the
league's second poorest passing
attack. Second-year quarterback Scott Hunter completed
only 43 per cent of his 199
passes and rookie Jerry Tagge,
whose development was slowed
by a preseason injury, connected on 10 of 29.
The Packers' title ingredients
were a ball control offense built
around Brockington and Lane,
best rushing tandem in the conference with a combined 1,848
yards; Marcol, who led the
league in scoring with 128
points and converted 33 of 48
field goal attempts, and a
defense that led the NFC with
748 yards allowed per game.
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By HAL BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It was Labor Day and Hank
Aaron worked over the San
Diego Padres.
two
walloped
Aaron
homers...No. 707 and No. 708 in
his pursuit of Babe Ruth's alltime baseball career record of
714. He is six away from Ruth's
mark and the Braves have 23
games to play, meaning it will
be an awfully interesting September for Atlanta.
The two homers by Aaron
and three others by Marty Perez, Paul Casanova and Darrell
Evans helped the Braves to a 73 decision over San Diego, totally meaningless for two
teams stuck at the bottom of
the National League's West Division.
In more important action at
the top of the division, Cincinnati moved into a tie for first
place with Los Angeles by overtaking Houston 4-3 while the
Dodgers blew a seven-run lead
and lost 11-8 to the San Francisco Giants.
Elsewhere in the NL, St.
-Louis maintained its one-game
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"I couldn't even see the
ball," Mrs. King said later. "I
was hoping at 4-1 in the second
set I could pull it out, but I
couldn't.
"I did the best I could."
Dr. Daniel Manfredi, official
physician for the U.S. Open,
said Mrs. King was suffering
from chills, indicating infection,
and that she had been taking
penicillin for a cold.
"It was best she stopped," he
added.
The drama in the women's
events overshadowed the first
clashes of seeded players in the
men's fourth round.
Ken Rosewall, the 38-year-old
Australian who won the men's
crown here in 1962 and 1969 and
is seeded No. 5, beat 16th-seeded Cliff Richey of Sarasota,
Fla. 6-3, 6-4, 6-3.
Jimmy Connors, the 21-yearold star from Belleville, Ill.,
ousted Dutchman Tom Okker,
seeded No. 7,6-3, 6-2, 6-4.
John Newcombe, another
Aussie who is seeded 10th, defeated Andre Pattison of Rhodesia 6-7, 6-1, 7-5, 6-4, and Vijay
Amritraj, the sensation from
India, overwhelmed Alan Stone
of Australia 6-2,6-2. 6-2.

Aaron Slams Two Homers, Bobby
Bonds Buries Bums, Cards Split
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"This team, as a team, got
as much out of its collected
ability as, maybe, anybody
ever has, "Devine said.
But he hastens to add he expects even better things in 1973.
"I expect this team to be a
better team this year if for no
other reason than it is a young
team with an added year of experience," he said. "Whatever
losses in personnel we've had
have been balanced by our
draft and trades."
Devine has declared Hunter
his No. 1 quarterback "until
somebody beats him out," and
believes both Hunter and Tagge
have profited from off season
work. Devine acquired Jim bel
Gaizo from Miami in mid-August, and the former Dolphin
taxi-squad member will be given a long look at quarterback.
The only other question mark
is at strong side linebacker,
where former all-pro Dave
Robinson has left by trade. Otherwise, the squad has fewer
holes to fill than at any time
since the three successive
championships of the mid-60s.
Rookie Tom MacLeod appears
to have won Robinson's old
job."

Ladies Day To Be
At Murfay Club
Ladies Day Golf will be held
at the Murray Country Club
Wednesday, at 9 a.m.
Margaret Shuffett will be the
golf hostess. The Calloway
handicap system will be used
during play.
Anyone who is not listed is
invited to come and pairings
,will be arranged at the tee.
Pairings are as follows: Reba
Overbey, Alice Purdom,
Frances Parker and Lou Doran.
Nancy Fandrich, Carol Hibbard, Frances Hulse and Betty
Joe Purdom.
Evelyn Jones, Phyllis Kain,
Venela Sexton and Jerlene
Betty Lowry,Sue Morris, Nell
Roach and Elizabeth Slushmeyer.
Peggy Billington, Irene
Chihvood, Rowena Cullom and
Patsy Miller.
Cathryn Garrott, Bettye
Hunter, Urbena Koenen and
Duldene Robinson
Jennie Hutson, Anna Mary
Adams, Betty Stewart and
Beverly Spann.
Euva Nell Mitchell, Inus Orr,
Toopie Thomas and Jean
Wilson,
Mary Watson, Sadie West,
Rebecca Irvan and Emma Sue
Hutson.
Gr541.204 Eddie, Mae
-Uand, Frances -Mil4er
Rebecca West.
Muehleman, Rae
Judy
Emener, Nancy Hutson and
Annie Knight.
Glenda Crisp, Donna Keller
and Carla .Rext-oat.

With guard Gale Gillingham
and tight end Rich McGeorge—
the former an all-pro and the
latter a budding star—back
from injuries that shelved them
most of last year, the Packers
have healthy competition at all
positions.
Snider, who filled in more
than adequately for Gillingham
may push Bill Hayhoe out of a
starting slot. Center Ken Bowman, guards Gillingham and
Bill Lueck and tackle Dick
Flimes comprise the rest of a
solid offensive line.
Devine believes the passing
game will improve because of
added experience for Hunter
and Tagge, the return of
McGeorge and addition of wide
receiver Barry Smith of Florida State, Green Bay's No. 1
draft pick.
Unless Smith wins a regular
job, starting wide receivers will

be Leland Glass, who caught 15
passes last year as a rookie,
and 35-year-old Carroll Dale,
who has lost some speed but
none of his ability to get open.
The front four of Clarence
Williams, Bob Brown, Mike
McCoy and Roche anchored a
defense that forced 19 fumbles,
tops in the NFC, and sacked
quarterbacks 29 times.
Aaron Brown, six-year star at
defensive end for Kansas City,
may push Williams or Roche
out of a job and Carleton Oats,
eight-year veteran picked up
from Oakland, lends depth at
tackle.
The secondary of Hill and Al
Matthews at safety and Buchanon and Ken Ellis at quarterback led the league in fewest
touchdown passes allowed with
seven. Hill, who will be 27 on
Oct. 21, is the oldest of the
four.

a pinch single, driving in his
first two runs in the major
leagues and lifting Cincinnati to
its come-from-behind victory
over Houston. The decision left
the Reds in a tie with LA for
the NL West lead.
Giants 11, Dodgers
Bobby Bonds smashed a
ninth inning grand slam, climaxing a huge San Francisco
comeback that gave the Giants
their 11-8 victory over Los Angeles. It was San Francisco's
fourth straight victory and left
the Giants only five games behind in the West.
Pirates 5-3, Cardinals 44
Richie Hebner's 13th inning

inside-the-park homer lifted 2 decision over the Cubs.
Pittsburgh to its 5-4 first game
Mets 5-3, Mites 04
victory over St. Louis. That
Jerry Koosrnan tossed a sevtriumph gave the Pirates first en-hitter and Ted Martinez
place in the East by percentage ripped four hits including a
points.
homer to drive in four runs as
Then St. Louis regained the the New York Mets defeated
top spot by copping the second Philadelphia 5-0 in the first
game, 8-3 as Bernie Carbo, Ted game of a doubleheader.
Sizemore and Lou Brock drove
The Phillies bounced back to
in two runs apiece.
gain the split 6-3 with Dick
Expos 5, Cubs 2
Ruthven, making his first apSteve Renko drove in two pearance after a month-long
runs with a double and blanked bout with monucleosis, getting
Chicago for eight innings, pitch- late inning help from Mac
ing and batting Montreal to a 5- Scarce to nail down the victory.

Cale Yarborough Takes
Standings Labor Day Southern 500
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Aaron At A
Glance
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
1973 Home Runs
35
Most Recent Home Run Sept. 3
1973 Games Remaining 23 Babe
Ruth's Career Record 714
Aaron's Magic Number 6

DARLINGTON, S.C. (API —
Cale Yarborough won the Labor Day Southern 500 mile
stock car race, and got the
monkey off his back.
David,Pearson remains the
hridemaid of the storied race at
Darlington Raceway, but can
point to $1 million in career
prize money to prove that finishing second isn't all that bad.
"I feel like a cat on a warm
brick," the elated Yarborough
said after he and the 35-yearold Pearson staged a thriller in
the 24th running of America's
oldest event for stock sedans.
And a near-record-sized, sunscorched crowd of 70,000 loved
it
Yarborough, a gentleman
farmer-politician from Timmonsville, only 10 miles from
the track, brought his Chevrolet
home about eight seconds
ahead of Pearson's Mercury in
as torrid a duel as the sport
has seen this year.
It was Yarborough's first major triumph in a stock car in
three years, and it was Pearson's fifth second place finish
in the Labor Day affair since
1960.
In other races, Brian Redman won the Formula 500
championship at Pocono International Raceway Monday but
a third-place finish gave Jody
Scheckter of South Africa the

Aaron hit his 34th and 35th
home runs of the season driv
ing in three runs in Atlanta's 73 victory Monday over the San
Diego Padres. He grounded out
in the first inning, homered (
TUESDAY
with a man on base in the
third, homered again in the
fifth and struck out in the seventh before leaving the game.

Del Gaizo, making his first
start for Green Bay after being
acquired from Miami recently,
completed seven of 16 passes
for 76 yards and had the Packers in front 16-7 in the second
quarter when he was forced out
of the game with cracked ribs.
The left-handed passer said
his ribs were unprotected when
he was tackled by a Green Bay
defender, because he was not
wearing rib pads "I would
have been okay if I had been
wearing pads," he said.
With Del Gaizo out, Green
Bay Coach Dan Devine said he
was uncertain whether Scott
Hunter or Jerry Tagge would
start at quarterback in Saturday's final pre-season game
against Cincinnati.
When Del Gaizo departed'
from the game against Pittsburgh, he was replaced by
Hunter, and the Packers wound
up losing 30-22.
"The coaching staff is more
concerned with areas other
tan quarterbacking that cost uS the game," said a concerned
Devine. "Scott did his job very
well."
Hunter completed only four
of 11 passes fnr 36 yards
Injuries also were a rpalnr

concern of other NFL teams
Monday .
The San Francisco 49ers received bad news—that running
back Vic Washington, hampered by a cracked kneecap,
and wide.receiverJerry Beasley, suffering from a dislocated
shoulder, would not be ready
for the season opener Sept. 16
against Miami.
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Drycleaning SPECIAL

Customer's
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Del Gaizo Wasn't Trying To
Prove Anything To Steelers
By BERT ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I was not trying to be a
tough guy," said Jim Del
Gaizo. "Believe me, I am as
yellow as they come."
Del. Gatti), the Green Bay
Packers' newly acquired quarterback, was wistfully trying to
explain Monday the reason for
the rib injury he received in
Saturday night's National Football League exhibition game
against the Pittsburgh Steelers
that will sideline him for at
least two weeks.

Formula 5000 series title. On
Sunday, Wally Dallenbach won
the California 500 at Ontario
Motor Speedway. Jack McCoy
won a 125-mile event in Monroe, Wash., marred by the
death of Samuel "Pat" Pattison, 42, who was hit by a car
that veered out of control and
plowed into the infield.
Yarborough was paid $21,165
from the $138,000 purse, but
Pearson's runnerup money of
$10,605 boosted his career winnings to $1,005,895. He is only
the fifth driver of record to
clear the mark, the others
being A.J. Foyt, Al Unser and
Richard Petty.
The winner's speed for the
367 laps around the mile and
three-eighths oval was a record
134.033 miles per hour.
"If I had a monkey on my.
back when I came here, it is
gone now," said the Stocky,
blond, 34-year-old winner. "We
have been having all kinds of
problems with the car, some of
which I take responsibility for.
But I know the rotten luck
couldn't hang on forever."
Third place went to Buddy
Baker in a Dodge, fourth to
Petty, who suffered heat exhaustion and needed relief help
at the midway point, also in a
Dodge; and fifth to Benny Parsons in a Chevrolet.

There also were several
trades Monday. Buffalo dealt
veteran linebacker Mike Stratton to San Diego for a draft
choice. Pittsburgh sent safety
Ralph Anderson to New England for, a 1974 draft pick, and
San Francisco traded wide receiver Jubilee Dunbar to New
Orleans for another draft selection.
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Murray, Ky.

cleaned and
pressed for
only
'Excludes Formal Wear or Suedes
This coupon must accompany
garment when brought in
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Garden Department
To Meet Thursday
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I Deaths and Fi
i Hayes McCallon
Dies At His Home

Frankfort Woman
Dies On Sunday
Active In Politics

Hayes McCallon, formerly of
, Calloway County, died Friday
The funeral for
Mrs.
, at two p.m, at his residence on Elizabeth Lyons of Frankfort,
Mayfield Route Two. He was 59 active in Kentucky politics for
and his death followed an ex- fifty years, will be
held Wedtended illness.
nesday at eleven a.m. at the
He
was
a
member
the
of
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
9
Northside Church of Christ at Funeral Home, Benton, with
11
Mayfield and was married to Rev. Joe Piercy officiating.
the former Thelma Jones, who Burial will be in the Benton City
survives, also formerly from Cemetery.
Calloway County.
Rites were held for Mrs.
Survivors in addition to his
Lyons this morning in Frankwife, Thelma, are his parents,
fort.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCallon of
Mrs. Lyons died Sunday at
Murray Route One,near Stella;
6:40 a.m. at King's Daughters
one son, Gerald McCallon of
Hospital in Frankort. She
Union City, Tenn.; three
started her career at Frankfort
k brothers, Hoyt McCallon of
in the 1926 General Assembly
.„ Murray Route Two, James
when she acted as reading
McCallon of Murray Route
clerk. She was assistant
„ Seven, and Ralph of St. Louis,
commissioner of agriculture
5 Mo.; three grandchildren.
from 1928-32, later joining the
Bro. 0. D. McKendree,
Department of Insurance. She
assisted by Bro. John Hoover,
had served as corporate
, officiated at the funeral sm.:. vices held Monday at two p.m. secretary and treasurer of the
Kentucky Funeral Directors
,at the chapel of the Bryn
Burial Association since 1948.
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Survivors
include
one
e Burial was in the Highland Park
. daughter, Mrs. Ernistine Lyons
Cemetery, Mayfield.
of Frankfort; two sisters, Mrs.
13
Nora Stone and Mrs. Jenora
Gregory, both of Benton; two
nieces, Mrs. Ruby Smith of
Murray and Mrs. James H.
Elkins, of Oxford, Miss.

Charles 0. Grogan
'Dies Sunday With
Rites Here Today

Charles Ophus Grogan of
Hazel Route One died Sunday at
10:07 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 77 and his death followed an
extended illness.
' The deceased, a retired
, farmer, was a member of the
Green Plain Church of Christ,
' veteran of World War I, and
member of the American
Legion.
He and his wife, the former
Maude White, who survives,
were married May 6, 1921. Born
December 23, 1895, in Calloway
, County, he was the son of the
late Irvin and Zetta Grogan.
, Survivors in adclition to his
wife, are two daughters, Mrs.
Gus D.(Pauline) Yarbrough of
Murray Route Five and Mrs.
I George E.(Frankie) Harrell of
,Murray Route Three; two sons,
...Joe Grogan of 1609 Magnolia,
; Murray, and Paul Grogan of
, Murray Route Four, twelve
, grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
Also surviving are six sisters,
Mrs. Ruth Henry, Mrs. Dewey
Nye) Cooper, Mrs. Elwood
-• (Lula) White, and Mrs. Melvin
(Eunice) Morton, all of Hazel
- Route One, Mrs. Farrough
(Ellen) Prince of Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Lowry ( Edna )
Parker, 114 North 12th Street,
Murray; four brothers, Stanley
D. Dewey and Guthrie Grogan
all of Murray, route Four, and
Gilbert Grogan, Fox Meadows,
Murray.
Funeral services will be held
today at three p.m. at the Green
Plain Church of Christ with Bro.
• Priestly Scott and Bro. Cecil
Corkren officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Donnie and Terry Yarbrough,
Randy, Kim, and Roger
Grogan, and Barry Cain.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Grandon,
Fiencry
Outland, Pat Thompson, Macon
, White, Joe Bruce Wilson, Fred
;Enoch, and Bill Lawrence.
Burial will be in the Green
'Plain Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock!! Coleman Funeral Home.
,

S. W. Stamper's
Rites Held Monday
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Arie Vance Dies
Monday Afternoon
His Home Here
At
,
Aria Vance of Murray Route
Eight died Monday at one p.m.
at his home. He was 72 years of
age and a member of the
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Born Feburary 15, 1901, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William Andrew
Vance and Kitty Falwell Vance.
The Murray man is survived
by two sons, William B.
(Buddy) Vance of Mayfield and
Junior Vance of Corinth, Miss.;
four nephews, Coffield, Edwin,
Jimmy, and Troy Vance, all of
Calloway County; five nieces,
Mrs. Robbie Keezer of Toledo,
Ohio, Mrs. Beatrice Kniffen of
Gleridora,„Calif., Mrs. Frances
Paschall, Mrs. Wanda Coy, and
Mrs. Beauton Underwood of all
of Murray; three grandchildren, Debra, Karen, and
Arvie Vance III.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Jones officiating.
Burial will be in the Ledbetter
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

STACKING PIPE—Workers watch as a crane staeksialalleof 4$-lack pipe being stored for use In
the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline. State and labor official'sfear that Alaska will be deluged with job
-hunters from whom jobs may not be available when the all pipeline gets the green light.

Kentucky To Officially Observe Labor Day ...
National Hunting-Fishing Day
Frankfort, Ky., Governor
Wendell Ford has added
Kentucky to the growing
number of states which will
officially observe National
Hunting and Fishing Day this
fall.
The Governor has signed a
proclamation declaring September 22 as Hunting and
Fishing Day in Kentucky and
appeared with Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell
on an. August broadcast of the
"Kentucky Afield" television
program, which was filmed at
the state fair.
Ford and Mitchell. both ardent sportsmen, urged all
citizens to participate in
Kentucky's
Hunting
and
Fishing Day, which will be part
of a nation-wide observance.
For the second consecutive
year, both houses of congress
unanimously passed resolution
calling for such a day, and
President Nixon signed a
proclamation
last
April
designating September 22 as
Nationar Hunting and Fishing
Day.
The primary purpose of
National Hunting and Fishing
Day is to inform the public
about the contributions made by
sportsmen to the conservation
of natural resources. At the turn
of the century, America's
outdoorsrnen were among the
first to see the long-range effects of the continuing

Delia .. .
lost_ MANI
Dies Today At
Brother's Home

(Continued from Page 1j

.°

Joe C. Henson, age 80, died
this morning at 3:30 at the home
of his brother, O.L. (Pete)
Henson of Murray Route Eight,
with whom he made his-home.
Mr. Henson retired in 1950, as
inspector with the
a car
Chicago - Burlington - Quincy
Railroad. He was a member of
the Green Plain Church of
Christ and of the American
Legion. A veteran of World War
I, he was born January 3, 1893,
in Marshall County,and was the
son of the late William Thomas
Henson and Mildred Leonra
Gardner Henson.

ings and commented, "Seems
like everybody is taking precautions this time, but I'm not
going to start boarding up until
I get some more definite information."
Operators of other businesses
took the situation more seriously. Crews along Galveston's
Shoreline drive removed
ings, took down signs and
boarded up plate glass.
Meanwhile, tropical storm
Christine, which for a time
threatened the Caribbean's Lee::
ward Islands, became a tropical depression and posed no apparent threat.

Plan .. .

(C..oatiamed from Page 1)
what
they receive now, and not
Funeral services for Samuel
He is survived by four sisters, to worry about other districts
hWallace Stamper, age 79, of
Mrs. E.L. (Ora Lee) Barnett which are gaining funds.
'Fancy Farm were held Monday
and Mrs. J.0. )Annie) ErnHe estimated the cost at $8
ten a.m. at St. Jerome
.
I,at
stberger, both of Paducah, Mrs. million each biennium, a cornCatholic Church there with Rev.
John (01a) Griffin of Concord, 'paratively low figure, but pointWalker Hancock officiating.
Calif., and Mrs. Del Reynolds of ed out this would not be true
Burial was in the church
Mich.; four brothers, equalization.
ceemetery with grandsons Detroit,
Lonnie of Huntington, Tenn.,
-The districts losing money
.aerving as pallbearers. The Roy
,Detroit, Mich., Luck of under the new system will be
• M. Lowe Funeral Home of Ted of
Benton, Al O.L. of Murray getting more money per pupil
i,Lowes was in charge of the
Route Eight.
than the districts not losing
-"arrangements.
:4 Mr. Stamper died Friday at
Funeral services are
in- money." he said.
The other way is to take the
4:06 p.m. at the Western Baptist complete, but friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral districts with the most cost,
-1710sPitii1, Paducah.
He is survived by five Home after five p.m. today bring it up to par and then give
all 188 other cistricts the same
daughters, Mrs. Teresa Mc- (Monday).
amount
(lure of Murray, Mrs. Rose
•'Every child in the state
Nelle Rowe of Fancy Farm
would then be treated the
Route One, Mrs Juanita
same hut that's rather exHutchins of Mayfield, Mrs. Faxon Mothers Club To
pensive" Peyton said "HowLaurine Hayden of Paducah,
ever it would be true equaland Mrs. Maurine Reiffer of St. Hold Meeting Wednesday
ization becuase every pupil in
Louis, Mo.; four sons, Robert of
Paducah, Rome of Fancy
The Faxom Mothers Club will the same classification would
"Farm, Raleigh of Chicago, Ill., hold their first regular meeting be getting the same amount (of
-- ,and J.unta %dace-Striper'of, Of. the -sction1'earrWd --state trainer:" - - f‘FFPWidfts-sufifieT
,Caseyville, Ill., on sister, Mrs. Intsdar Septemeet
at flea
review by a statewide citizens
- Emma Cosby of Mayfield:: one
-brother, Raleigh Stamper of
Cherry, advisory committee which will
Mildred
Mrs.
'Mayfield; 58 grnadchildren; 79 president, urges all mothers to emerge next month !Mb a final
great grandchildren; six great attend and to note the change set of recommendations for the
1974 General Assembly.
great grandchildren.
in time.

destruction of land and wildlife,
and through their efforts, game
and fish commissions, supported by their license fees,
were established in all 50 states
for the protection of wildlife and
for research into effective
management procedures.
Hunters and fishermen also
asked for, and received, a
federal excise tax on all guns,
ammunition and fishing tackle,
the revenue from which is prorated back to the states for use
in research programs and for
land acquisition and wildlife
management. In the last 50
years, over $2.2 billion has been
spent for conservation by the
nation's sportsmen.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources is planning
open house for National Hunting
and Fishing Day at the Game
Farm in Frankfort and at the
Ballard County and HigginsonHenry Wildlife Management
areas near LaCenter and
Morganfield, respectively
Sportsman's clubs throughout
the state will also conduct
programs
September
22
ranging from trap shoots to
radio and TV presentations.

Adult Physical
Fitness Cycle
Planned at MSU
A cycle for beginners in the
supervised adult physical fitness program for faculty and
staff and their families at
Murray State University is
scheduled to begin Monday,
Sept. 10.
Dr. Jack Baker, associate
professor of health, physical
education and recreation, said
the group will meet on Monday's, Wednesdays and Fridays
at 11:30 a.m. No fee is charged,
the programis open to both
women and men.
He emphasized that it is a
group for people who have not
been involved before in the
Program, which will be in its
-fourth year.
"About 35 regular participants in the adult fitness
program have worked out their
own individual routines," he
added. "New people have no
cause for concern about competing with them or being
embarrassed in any way."
Unique because it is individually oreinted and activities are designed for participants on the basis of medical
and physiological evaluations,
the program utilizes the Human
Performance Laboratory at the
university for a complete
evaluation of each individual's
exercise needs.
"Our procedure is to begin
very slowly and gradually work
into a program that will benefit
each individual," Baker pointed
out. "Former ethletes who
recall the rigorous training
program involved in competitive sports need feel no
concern because there is no
pain and suffering involved."
Baker noted that a program
can be planned, beginning at
11:30 a.m., to accommodate
participants with obligations at
12:30. •
.
_
e -interested in the program should report to Room
104 in the Carr Health Building
at 11:30 a.m. Sept. 10. They may
get further information by
calling Baker at 782-6285.

.
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(Continued from Page 1)
cident occurred. Damage to the
Bugh car was to the right front
and quarter panel, and damage
to the Tolley car was to the rear,
according to police.
Cars driven by Larry W.
Monroe, of Hickory, Ky., and
Gary W. Darnell, 1202
Sycamore, were involved in a
two-car collision at 12:15 a.m.
Saturday at the Mahan Apartments on Highway 641 North.
Officers said the Monroe car
was parked headed south on the
parking lot, and the Darnell car
was headed south when the
accident occurred. Damage to
the Monroe car was to the left
rear, and damage to the Darnell
car was to the right front.
At 7:45 p.m. Saturday, cars
driven by Jimmie L. Quinn, of
Coal City, Ill., and Jerry Jones,
Box 269, were involved in an
accident on Sycamore, according to police reports.
Officers said the cars were
both headed east on Sycamore
at the time of the accident.
Damage to the Quinn car was to
the rear end, and damage to the
Jones car to the front end,
according to police.
A Murray City Police car was
damaged when it went out of
control while officers were
attempting to apprehend a
traffic violator at three am.Sunday.
Investigation reports said
that the police car, driven by
Eugene Roberts, was pursuing
a car through the Orchard
Heights section
of the
University campus, when the
police cruiser "lost traction,"
and struck a metal pole on the
right side of the road. Damage
to the car was to the right rear
door and fender. The alleged
violator was later apprehended
by another police car.
At 1:05 p.m. Sunday, cars
driven by James C. Williams,
Box 32, and William W.
Wisehart, of Paris, were involved in a collision at the intersection of 12th and Poplar,
according to police. •
Investigating officers said the
Williams car was headed east
on Poplar and the Wisehart
vehicle was headed south on
12th when the accident occurred.
Damage to the Williams car
was to the left rear and damage
to the Wisehart car was to the
left front, according to police.

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
hold its first meeting of the
current club year on Thursday.
September 6. at the club house.
\ workshop on'fresh flower
arrangements with Mrs James
Hamilton and Mrs. Harold
Douglas as the leaders will be
held at eleven a.m. Each
member is asked to bring fresh
flowers for her arrangement as
well as a container, holder. or
other accessories she wishes to
use the leaders said. Each one
is also asked to bring a sack
lunch
The business session will be
conducted at 1:30 pm. with
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, chairman presiding Arrangements
from the morning session will
be on display and will be
discussed
Refreshments will be served
following
the
business
meeting Hostesses will be
Mesdames I aonard Vaughn.
lames E Hamilton, 1 Anton
Clanton Harry Conley. Kenton
Miller and Morrison Galloway.

Art Classes Set
To Begin At MSU

Art classes for elementary
and secondary students, grades
one through 12, will begin at
Murray State University
September 15, and continue
through December 8, Dr.
Gordon Plummer, chairman of
the Department of Art at the
university, has announced.
Classes will meet from 9:30
until 11:30 a.m. each Saturday
ANTONIO—Airman in Room 411 of the Fine Arts
SAN
Gary VI, Overbey, son of Mr. Building, he said, emphasizing
and Mrs:ikawrence Overbey, that a variety of artistic exRt. 2, Mutray, has been periences will be offered. Inassigned to Sheppard AFB, struction will be
by art
Tex., after completing Air education students under the
Force basic training.
direction of the art education
During his six weeks at the faculty
Air Training Command's
Registration is on a firstLackland AFB,Tex., he studied come, first-serve basis
with a
the Air Force mission, maximum of 40 students to be
organization and customs and accepted, he said.
Parents
received special instruction in interested may call the Art
human relations.
Departaient office 762-3784)
The airman has been and register a child by name,
assigned to the Technical age and grade level.
Training Center at Sheppard for
A $3.00 fee for materials to be
specialized training as
a used -during the course
will be
medical services specialist.
payable at the first class
The airman has been meeting. Tentative plans
call
assigned to the Technical for a similar
program to be
Training Center at Sheppard offered by the
department
for specialized training as s durinA_ the
Alpripg _semester.
_medical services specialLst
Airman Overby is a 1883
.
graduate of Calloway County
FREE KITTENS
High School. His wife, Pamela,
Three black and white kittens
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Relmon Wilson, 1007 Olive, are free to persons for pets. For
Murray.
information call 753-3987.

Airman Overbey Is
Stationed In Texas

World Record Grain
Harvest Is Predicted
By NORMAN J. BADDEItLEY
Associated Press Writer
A record world grain harvest
is predicted this year. But experts say grain prices will continue to rise because of because
of soaring demand.
The results will be seen in
the prices on the bread and
cookie shelves in your neighborhood supermarket. The
hamburger, steaks and roasts
in the meat chiller are likely to
stay high also, because grains
feed the animals that produce
the meat.
The paradox of record production at the same time as escalating prices—and a drop in
world grain stocks—is due to a
"strong, unabated world demand" for wheat, the International Wheat Council reports.
The U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization warns that
import demands can be expected to go still higher in corning years.
In an effort to do something
about the situation, the organization has called an urgent

Congress To Reconvene
Wednesday In Washington
WASHINGTON AP -- Congress returns from a monthlong summer recess Wednesday
to begin its hectic year-end legislative push and renew its
battle with President Nixon
over war and spending
Between now and Christmas
it hopes to put out major war
powers. spending and pension
protection bills and get at least
House approval of the foreign
trade bill
The Senate Watergate hearings are expected to resume in
two weeks Hearings on the
confirmation of Dr Henry A.
Kissinger as secretary of state
begin Friday.
Democratic leaders' one-time
goal of adjourning the 93rd
Congress' first session by Oct.
15 is almost certain to be abandoned, with the battle between
the President and Congress expected to contribute to the delay. Nixon has indicated he will
veto a $2 minimum wage bill
and measures to curb the president's war making and money
impoundment powers.
Congress passed the minimum $2-an-hour wage bill before the recess, but deliberately
withheld it to prevent Nixon
from pocket vetoing the measure while the legislators were
recessed.
The bill to curb the president's war making and money
withholding powers are in the
final stages of congressional
approval
Both bills have passed both
the House and Senate in different forms House-Senate conferees must work out compromises for final approval.
The Senate war powers bill
would limit the president's power to commit U S. combat
troops abroad without Congress' approval to 30 days. The
House bill would limit it to 120
days
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The bills on withholding money are aimed at Nixon's refusal
to spend some $8 billion appropriated by Congress. Nixon asserts the spending would be inflationary
The House bill would give
Congress 60 days to veto a
president's refusal to spend
congressionally approved funds.
The Senate bill would require
the president to.spend the money unless Congress voted within
60 days to approve the chief executive's decision
The House is scheduled to
vote Sept 12 on overriding Nixon's veto of a $185-million,
three-year federal aid program
to improve local ambulance
and other emergency services.
The Senate voted before the
recess to override the veto, but
the House is expected to sustain the President's action.

meeting in Rome on Sept. 20
for representatives of the
world's major wheat exporting
nations.
Unless exportable stocks are
increased, the organization
says, the world's de /eloping
countries will be particularly
hard hit. These comparatively
poor countries, with an insatiable demand for grain to
build up food and feeding
stocks, account for about 50 per
cent of world wheat imports.
Escalating costs, which the
wheat council calls unprecedented, could seriously disrupt
the economies of the developing
nations and put a pinch on
pocketbooks in the rest of the
world.
The situation where more
wheat is being grown but more
people are demanding it has
led to a serious drop in world
stocks, to what the council describes as the critical level of
23 million tons estimated for
the 1973-74 crop year.
The Soviet Union's record
wheat purchases in 1972 were
an important factor in depleting world stocks and sending
prices up, the U.N. food organization says. The Soviets, who
used to be exporters, have
bought about nine million tons
of wheat and 18 million tons of
coarse grain in the last 18
months, officials in London report.
Soviet leaders are counting
on a record grain harvest this
year. But Moscow reports it is
unlikely to reach the target of
197.4 million tons of grain, so
more purchases may be necessary.
In the United States, where
farmers feed not only the nation but also a large part of the
world, soaring wheat and feed
grain exports brought requests
from bakers and other grain
consumers for export restraints.
The wheat council suggested
that consuming less wheat was
one way to balance stocks with
requirements. But it pointed
out that use of substitutes for
wheat as animal feed may be
limited because prices of
coarse grains and other feedstuffs also have gone up.
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National News Roundup
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MICHIGAN CITY, Ind. (AP)
— Prison life was reported
back to normal at Indiana State
Prison today following the end
of a 35-hour siege by rebellious
inmates. Three hostages were
released unharmed Monday,
and Gov. Otis R. Bowen promised inmates amnesty. Orlester
Beverly, a leader of the uprising that erupted Sunday
morning, termed the disturbance a protest against officials'
ignoring inmate complaints
about conditions at the 113year-old prison. Three guards
had been taken hostage when
inmates seized three of five cell
blocks. Prison officials had refused to discuss 25 inmate demands until the guards were
released.
WS ANGELES AP — A
county grand jury meets today
to consider possible indictment
of former White House officials
in connection with a break-in at
the office of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist. Officials said
some testimony remains to be
heard and any indictments
might not be handed down until
late today or early Wednesday.
Sources close to the investigation said those facing possible
indictment are former presidential adviser John D. Ehrlictunan; former Ehrlichman
aide Egil Krogh; David Young,
former aide to Henry A. Kissinger; and convicted Watergate
conspirator G. Gordon Liddy.
DETROIT )AP) — Talks between the United Auto Workers
and Chrysler negotiatiors today
were expected to cover health
and safety stanclieds
and
voluntary overtime. Deadline
for contract settlement is Sept.
14, and little progress over the
Labor Day weekend was
reported. UAW Vice President
Douglas Fraser said Monday,
however, :talks were "more
constructive" than before.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
tAP — Astronauts Alan L.
Bean, Dr. Owen K. Garriott
and Jack.R. Lousma scheduled
a heavy load of experiments on
the 39th day of their 59-day orbital voyage. Included_ t0 y_
sun and an earth resources run
over South America, the Atlantic and southern Europe. When
tropical storm Delia shifted
course toward the Texas coast
Monday, the space center

alerted a 26-man task force for
a possible flight to the Goddard
Space Flight Center near
Greenbelt, Md. A small backup
control center could have been
used to track Skylab until after
the storm. Officials later decided the move was not necessary.
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. )AP) —
Over $12 million has been
pledged to the Muscular
Dystrophy Association of America as a result of the latest Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon.
Officials said pledges during
the telethon that ended Monday
totaled $12,395,983. The pledged
total was $3,195,229 above the
highest previous total. Last
year, the telethon collected 99
per cent of its total pledges.
The telethon was broadcast to
all the 50 states and Puerto
Rico.
.NEW ORLEANS (AP4. —
Coast Guard officials today
were letting a fire that struck a
freighter in the Mississippi River burn itself out. Tons of a
fire-fighting chemical had been
dropped on the 306-foot Liberian freighter Key Largo because officials had thought a
chemical that could turn into a
poisonous gas was aboard.
However, the chemical was
found sitting on a New Orleans
wharf. Fire fighters who boarded the vessel late Monday said
barrels on deck contained a solvent that presented only a moderate fire hazard. Residents of
a town in the area were evacuated, and river traffic had
been contolled strictly since
'Sunday night because of the erroneous belief that a potential
toxic gas might be generated.
NEW YORK )AP) — Police
say charges of murder, assault
and gun possession have been
locfrged against a motorist in
connection with a disturbance
that left a 4-year-old boy dead
and a policeman'wounded. Officials said Robert Mayfield, 37,
and 'another motorist fought
after a traffic mishap Monday.
Police said Mayfield left but returned and fatally wounded
William Johnson. Police said an
off-duty policeman who tried to
suhdue-Mayfield -wee wounded
-whea-sitrimirby
keallt.f• Wted
by Mayfield. Authorities said a
crowd attacked Mayfield, beating him and slashing him with
razors until police rescued him.
The policeman,,Earl Robinson,
24 was in fair condition.
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- --Divorcee's inghTinare
night before wedding

Vocational-Education
Expands In Recent Years

Yourindividualkoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 4, 1973

Hanks of hair and bones have I
But here's why I'm disgusted:
With all my "raw material"
How come I'm so flat busted?
My rear is measured by the pound
My front is by the ounce—
A dreadful situation when
It's what's up front that counts!
To bra or NOT to bra, alas!
This problem I have NOT
My bra just captures and protects
What little bit I've got!
NOTHING TO HIDE IN SCOTTSDALE

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My first marriage was a disaster so I
got a divorce. 'Then I met Hal. We fell in love and decided
to marry. Hal wanted a large church wedding so we went
to his family minister [a Baptist] and made all the arrangements. We were in heaven.
It never occurred to Hal or me to tell the minister I was
married before. I didn't think it mattered, because I knew
many divorced Baptists who had married in the church.
Hal's mother knew I was a divorcee. This same minister
married Hal's younger sister when she was four months
pregnant.
At the wedding rehearsal, the night before the wedding,
we showed the minister our license and he said: "Why, I
can't marry you—you've been married before!"
What happened after that was a nightmare. I begged
and pleaded, but the minister refused to marry us. Luckily
I found a minister who would, but I had to change the
location of the wedding. I cried all night, and got married
with red and swollen eyes It was terrible.
My question: Since when can't a Baptist minister marry divorced persons?
STILL BURNING IN TEXAS

DEAR ABBY: For those who have private swimming
pools and do not mind sharing them with neighbors and
friends, but occasionally want their privacy, the "flag"
signal is the best idea yet.
Erect a flag pole where neighbors can see it. When the
flag is UP, they are welcome to swim; when it is DOWN,
no guests are welcome. Neighbors can see for themselves,
and thus there is no embarrassment for the pool owners
Further advice to pool owners: 1. At the outset, ask
guests to please bring their own towels. 2 Do not overdo
the hospitality bit by providing soft drinks and' refreshments or you will soon be bankrupt. 9. Be firm in insisting
that NO children swim without an adult who can double as
a lifeguard unless YOU yourself want to assume the
POOL OWNERS
responsibility.

DEAR STILL: There is no universal ruling in the Baptist denomination which prohibits divorced persons from
being married in the church, but some groups of Baptist
churches have guidelines relative to this issue which their
clergy will follow. Unfortunately, you appear to have picked
one of this group.

DEAR POOL OWNERS: Cool advice. Thanks for sitarhag.
Problem? You'll feel better if you get it off year theist.
For a persoaal reply. write to ABBY. Box No. 11117011, L. A.,
Calif. WSW. Eaelese stamped. self-addressed envelope,
please.
For Abby's new booldet, "What Tees-Agers Want to
Snow." send $1 to Abby, Box 11711, Loa Angeles. Cal. MIS.

DEAR ABBY: Re the "bra" situation: I can't resist
submitting this little whimsical bit of trivia, entitled,
"BRA-BEATEN":

NOPEIE
DOUBLEFAULTS-.

PLEASE DOUBLE-FAULT!
DOUBLE- FAL/LT! DOUBLE FAULT !. DOUI3LE-FAULT !

411
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9.5
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erki.
Tricky in spots, day will
demand close attention to
details, efficient planning and
good follow-through. Avoid
making rash promises.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6itya,
The Taurean's obstinacy is
legendary, but don't get into
arguments now — especially
with superiors. You'll come out
a loser.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Shut no doors abruptly or
you'll regret it. Such action is
not like you but, on a
challenging day such as this,
you COULD step out of
character.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You are an innately cautious
person, at times even too
conservative, but with the
unusual offerings Likely to come
your way just now, it would pay
,to be a bit more daring. Let
yourself go!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Investigate all angles of any
new proposition offered, btif
don't fear the unknown • just get
better acquainted with its
possibilities — or lack of them_
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Persistence will be the key to
advancing your personal plans.
Keep trying and friends will
rally 'round and give their
supportLIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
If you have been planning any
changes in your home or
property, now is a good time to
start making them. Family will
not only approve — but will
help.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In'elr'
Friends will be especially
helpful now — especially in
being able to supply some
much-needed data. They will
also be able to give you certain
objective insights which will
, prove invaluable in the future.

121:*

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good day for finalizing
agreements. Some unusual
background activity will
provide the spark that hurries

matters through more quickly
than expected.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
Take nothing for granted now
and avoid jumping to conclusions. What seers a certainty could be otherwise. One
more admonition: Don't try to
force issues.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Routine and detail work will
probably bore you now, so get
busy on a creative project
you've had in mind for some
time. Influences stimulate
original ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A better day for completing
old projects than for beginning
new ones. In leisure time,
devote yourself to a creative
hobby.
YOU BORN TODAY are
proud, persevering,
discriminating, dedicated to
whatever career you choose and
ever ready to be of service to
mankind. You have a passion
for details, however, and may
tend to become swamped by
them, and your feet are usually
so solidly planted on the ground
that you sometimes fail to look
up at the stars. Your exactitude
and meticulousness are boons in
Aztany instances, of course, but
try-to realize that, as a Virgoan,
you. have been endowed with
great arti41ry, so try to
cultivate that SikAyour life.
Although you caneed - in
business, teaching or science,
which strongly appeal to‘yeu,
you COULD also make an ei---cellent writer, musician,
sculptor or designer.
•

0

•

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR len For a personal 14-pe9s
forecast on health, wealth. love ancl
marriage, send Si 00 plus to cents in
coin for postage and hendling to
Horoscope BO* Depa(tment, gat 173.
Old Chelsea Station, Now York. N
10011, mentioning Mil
Print your NAME. ADD=6.71rn
ZIP,ana DATE OF SIRTHItobesure
ya. get the right forecast kyr your
koala< sign)

WONDER WHERE THE
HEIRLOOMS WENT?
WINDSOR, England (AP —
Antique dealers have been
asked to stop buying silverware, jewelry and bric-a-brac
offered them by schoolboys of
Eton College here.
The boys had been adding extra pounds to their pocket money by selling off family heirlooms sent with them to school
by their well-to-do parents.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky is about to meet one of its
"long range goals" in
vocational education—that of
achieving "a variety of
programs within 25 miles of any
potential student," says Dr.
Charles Wade of the State
Department of Education.
This achievement is the result
of 10 years of construction,
planning, curriculum exincreasing
pansion, and
enrollments in Kentucky's
system of vocational schools.
In 1963, when the Vocational
Act was passed by the United
States Congress, providing
federal funds for vocational
education for the first time, a
total of 79,124 people were
enrolled in 2,196 courses in
Kentucky. By 1972, both figures
had more than doubled.
Facilities have increased
dramatically along with the
courses offered. Initially,
vocational programs were
limited in many areas to
home
and
agriculture
economics, with some emphasis
on trade and industrial subjects. Many areas had no
vocational opportunities at all.
Today, trade and industrial
education programs in Kentucky have been expanded to
include air conditioning and
refrigeration, aircraft maintenance, appliance repair, auto
body repair, auto mechanics,
barbering, carpentry, commercial art, commercial foods,
cosmetology, diesel mechanics,
drafting, dry cleaning, electricity, heavy equipment
operation, machine shop
training, masonry, meat cutmine maintenance, office
machine repair, plumbing,
printing, •Keio and television
repair, service station attendance, sheet' wetal work,
small engine repair,teal and die
making, upholstery, welding,
industrial electronics, communications electronics, highinway
technology,
strumentation, and tool and die
design.
The greatest changes can be
seen hi the 49 Appalachian
counties of Eastern Kentucky.
In 10 years, nearly $108 million
was spent on vocational
education in Kentucky, nearly
half of it in Eastern Kentudg,
an area that contains only 27 per
cent of the state's population.
In 1972, this region received 45
percent of all vocational funds
spent in the state, averaging
$18.74 spent for each person.
This is seven dollars per person
more than was spent in
Louisville Anil $10 more per

Kentucky Foresters
Fight Western Fires
Fires in the west are often so
Kentucky is providing a total of large that some crews assigned
156 men to the effort of con- to clearing land around the fires
trolling this country's worst never see the blaze, Nadler
forest fires in its history.
said. "These western fires can
Fires have burned over cover thousands of acres, but in
100,000 acres in Oregon, Idaho. Kentucky our largest fires are
Washington, rarely more than 300 acres.
Montana,
California, Wyoming, and
Although the same technique;
Nevada along with Canada and are used to control the fires,
are still raging.
these western fires are an enThe Division of Forestry of tirely different type," he said.
the state Department for
Nadler added, ''We couldn't
Natural Resources and En- have supplied this many exvironmental Protection has sent perienced fire-fighters if this
39 men. The U. S. Forest Ser- were a little later in the year. In
vice has sent 61 fire fighters mid-October our fall fire season
who are normally stationed in starts and then we need all our
Kentucky and the Civilian people. Kentucky's fire seasons
Conservation Camp at Pine are in the fall and spring but not
Knot in McCreary County has the summer. Out west, there
sent 56 of its students who have isn't much rain in the summer
been trained in fire fighting.
so they're in their fire season
now. When this fire broke out
The 39 state foresters have the ground was very dry and
taken leave from the Division of lightening plus high winds and
Forestry in the Kentucky some human carelessness
Department for
Natural touched off the emergency."
Resources and Environmental
Upon arrival at a fire base
Protection to become tem- camp the Kentucky crew joined
porary members of the U. S an army type set up-with fire
Forest Service while they fight bosses, camp bosses, line
the fires.
bosses and supply bosses
These fire fighters Volun- directing their activities. After
teered for the assignment after putting in 12 to 16 hours a day
Thomas 0. Harrip, com- fighting fires, the Kentuckians
missioner of the environmental will stay in the camp without
department. and Harry Nadler, regOlar communications with
director of the Division of their hnes for two or three
Forestry, relayed the call for weeks.
help.
According to Nadler, patou"r 0 ONTROL
ticipation in the emergency
NEW fittORK
P) — Fast
effort to control the fires is part food restaurants, ftiod faddism
of a cooperative agreement and crash diets are robbing the
between the U. S. Forest Ser- homemaker of the control she
vice and the Kentucky Division once had over her family's nuof Forestry. "Although Ken- trition, according to a study
conducted for
Hoffman-La
tucky will probably never need Roche.
onergencylizeheip.x.e..want lu -- (AA: bread-format of—roar
help -these- teier-states;-' said
ffie homemakNadler.
ers a. chance to discuss wideNadler added that most of the ranging issues about family
forestry programs in Kentucky feeding," said John W. Gage,
are handled on a 50-50 basis with food-nutrition marketing manager of the company.
the U S. Forest Service.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1
4
9
12

Reverence
Honor
Simian
Sodium
chloride
13 Spear
14 Army officer
(abbr
15 Gin
17 Applauds
19 Flesh
20 Preposition
21 Conjunction
23 Guiding
27 Searches for
29 Peruse
30 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
31 Skill
31 Conducts
34 Haiti
35 Army officer
labbr
38 Hindu garment
37 kIolltfies
39 Fleeing
12 Small island
43 Vanishes
45 Otis name
46 Himalayan
animal
48 Steadfast
51 In mus,c high
52 Precipitoua
54 Chinese
pagoda
55 Dance step
56 Herbivorous
martinet
57 Secret agent
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CodlicT
7Ingredient
4 Appellation of
Athena
5 Needs
6 Emmett
7 Roman Cath0liC (abbr

8 Lessen
9 Trumpeter bug
10 V.ctlf k011og
11 Abstract being
16 Dispatched
18 Nobternart
20 Give food to
21 Aquatic mammal
22 Damages
24 Retinue
25 Story
26 Web-tooted
birds
26 Characterized
by careless
haste
33 Goddess of
discord
34 Acquiesces
36 Pulverized
rock
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38 Japanese
aborigine
40 Coin*
41 OpeningS in
fence
45 Back ot neck
46 Soft food

47
48
49
50

A state (abbr.)
Weigre of India
Headgear
Grass mowed
and cured for
todclef
53 Preposition
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person than the average in the
remainder of the Commonwealth.
Wade, who is Director of the
Development
Program
Division, Bureau of Vocational
Education, says, "Vocational
education has increased more
in Eastern Kentucky than in
other areas partly due to the
funding of the Appalachian
Regional Commission."
Since 1983, 79 new vocational
education facilities have been
built, and four expanded, across
the state. Now available for post
secondary vocational and
technical education porgrams
are 13 state vocationaltechnical schools, 58 area
vocational education centers,
319 secondary schools, 13
community colleges, one
five
insitute,
technical
vocational certers in state
correctional institutions, one
four-year college and seven
universities.
Vocational education is
available to high school students, young people who
have graduated from high
school, older people who want to
upgrade or update their skills,
and to the handicapped and
disadvantaged.
Growth has been especially
vocational
in
noticeable
programs, services and activites for the last two groups.
The number of disadvantaged
and handicapped persons
served by the state's vocational
programs grew from 13,338 in
1971, to 27,421 in 1972.
One of the Division of
Vocational Education's goals is
to make training more readily
available to all Kentuckians. -•(.,
The Department of Education says "approximately OD to Ilk
per cent of those 15 to 24 years of
age should have the opportunity
for vocational preparation that
will lead to employment. The
entire group from 25 to 65 years
of age should be receiviag.
refresher, upgrading,
retraining in vocational and
technical education as long as
they are productively employed."
Nearly 2,000,000 people fall
Into these two categories.
Although new construction and
expanded curriculum have
increased the vocational
education potential in the last
decade,
an
education
publication says, "interest in
vocational education has increased in all parts of the state
and the demand for new
vocational facilities has far
exceeded the availability of
funds."
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Crossword Puzzle
8 Negative
ACROSS
prefix
7 kind of cloth
1 Idle talk
4 Fall short
8 Marra
nicknerne
8 A stale (WAY)
11 Poem
lil Chinese mOl
12 Husband of
10 Enthusiasm
Gudrun
14 Aot
13 Flying
16 Paid notices
creature
16 Printer's
15 Commemorative
measure
mwch
21 Make ready
17 Born
22 Make lace
19 Prolix. down
23 Crony (cot'
20 Fruit drtnk
log.1
21 Wnting mph"- 24 TI1110 gone by
mint
25 Shade tree
22 Pedal diga
26 Pronoth
23 Strokes
26 Swim niter
29 Limb
25 Sea eagle
31 SwwW1 bird
26 Dielcult
27 Mature
32 Goddess of
healing
28 Bel/wipe
33 Poseseeim
29 River island
30 Benoit,
pronoun
31 Deals secretly 34 Potted tot
portrait
33 Exists
35 Eretottion
tree
36 Goal
37 Music as writ
ten
35 Warmth
40 Be mistaken
41 For War that
12 Girls name
43 Exist
44 Edible seed
45 Pronoun
46 Ventilate
47 Cured
50 Per.100 Of Met

Animlit

to remweey $ Pouts

onn onnoc nun
OMR MUNN
GirifitiE1C1161 f4114731gri
rniVa IMAM
"arm riniorinem
non monmn onn
me moon nnmmn
timoonnivi orinun
ACM GIMC73
UUCTa0 DUDISMOM
ONG naluo arm
1:00 MOOOP flUO

35 Cooling
device
37 Closed
securely
38 Call
30 Go in
40 Mistake
41 Meadow
4.3 Three-toed
sloth

44 Saucy
46 Unit of
Siamese curnancy
47 cs.osse
48 Before
49 Man•
nickname
51 Negative
53 Brother of Odin

Min
11111111111111111§§
20 111111A111111Viii111111

mg

52
54
55
56
57

Above
Penod of time
Decay
Lease
Lax
DOWN

211111i11111fgrillii
41111111x dillMilli
111111E1/111111§§iiilillrii:tg

Republican
Party limit
2 GM s none
3 Chastise
4 Ditformh
5 Devoured
D.by

PI %%I I%
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Wildlife
National
The
Federation has joined with over
40 other national conservation
organizations in strong support
of 1973 National Hunting and
Fishing Day, set for September
72 to recognize sportsmen's
long-time contributions to
conservation.
Last year, the first National
Hunting and Fishing Day was
highlighted by some 3,000 observances across the country,
drawing nearly four million
Americans. This year, the event
may involve upwards of 20
million of the 55 million U.S.
hunters and fishermen, and has
again been proclaimed by the
President, most state governors, and hundreds of municipal
mayors
"While concern for the environment is a popular issue
today," said Tom Kimball,
MWF executive vice president
and a co-chairman of the event,
"the public generally isn't
aware that hunters and
fishermen have led the conservation crusade since around
the turn of the century."
Kimball noted that hunters
and anglers have been
responsible for the founding of
state fish and game departments in all 50 states and for
seeing that the money from
their licenses be used to support
those agencies.
"Hunters and fishermen
asked for season and bag limits
so that everyone would have a
fair chance to harvest the annual crop of game and fish

WHAT A FIT? 10 HAVE TO
(JAKE HIM,AND TELL 14tA4
THAT 604001 5TARTs Mow ..
ii/RATA 5AAAIE IT l5 TO Dt511,126
SL)CMEILIS:SFUL SL*13Eft...

HE LOOKS SO
PEACEFUL LYING
-THERE_

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

National Hunting-Fishing Day
Urged By Wildlife Federation
without damage to the basic
breeding stock," Kimball
stated.'They've also paved the
way for excise taxes on their
fishing and hunting equipment
and have asked that the money
be used for land acquisition,
and
habitat
research,
management for fish and
wildlife for the enjoyment of
all."
"We think that the anticipated widespread participation on September 22 will
certainly highlight the fact that
hunters and fishermen lead
today and have always led the
nation in the battle for a better
environment and the wise use of
our natural resources," Kimball added.
For more information, or to
obtain an NM' Day Action
Manual which details the hawtos of setting up conservation
exhibits and skill centers for
shooting, archery, casting,
camping, etc., write: NHF Day
1075 Post Rd., Riverside, Conn.
06989.
VIENNA'S
YOUNG AGAIN
VIENNA (API — Vienna's
new Mayor, Leopold Gratz, at
age 43, is the youngest chief executive of the 'Austrian c8Pital
since 1774. He is also only the
third mayor in Vienna's more
than 2,000-year history to have
Leopold for a first name.
Among the, first to congratulate Gratz were the chimney sweeps, who came from all
over Austria in their working
clothes.
In Vienna, seeing a chimney
sweep means good luck.

SCHOOL STARTS
TODAY !!!
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BOOKS

.1.

$ 2,714

FULL PRICE
MEALS
If income is
$ 2,741 or above

2

$ 3,600

$ 3,601 or above

3

$ 4,460

$ /4,461 or above

14

$ 5,310

$ 5,311 or above

5

$ 6,100

$ 6,101 or above

6

$ 6,800

$ 6,801 or above

NMI
—
SIZE
1

..

FREE HEALS
nlilcoiiii-ii-WeI641

$ 7,600

$ 7,601 or above

8

$ 8,310

$ 8,312 or above

9

, 8,960 -

$ 8,961 or above

10

$ 9,600

$ 9,601 or above

11

$10,240

$10,241 or above

12

$10,880

$10,881 or above

Reviewed By
FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

Eligibility determinations for free school meals are made on a
family basis, that is, all the children in the same family are to be
treated alike, with all paying full price, or all receiving free
meals, regardless of the number of children in school. For each
additional family member above 12, add $640 per year to the
income level in each of the two categories.

At City, County Schools

Free Meals Available
For Low-Income Families
Additional copies are available
at the office of the principals at
each of the schools in the city
'
and county.
The information provided on
the application will be confidential and will be used only
for the purpose of determining
eligibility, officials said. Applications may be submitted at
any time during the school year.
In certain cases foster
children are also eligible for the
benefits, spokesmen said. If a
family has such children living
with them and wishes to apply
for free meals, they should
contact their respective school.
Parents dissatisfied with a
ruling may contact the pupil
personnel director of the individual school system. No child
Families may apply by filling will be discriminated against
in the application forms sent because of race, sex, color, or
home in a letter to parents. national origin, officials said.

Policies for free meals at
school have been announced by
the Murray Independent,
Calloway
County,
and
University School systems,
according to officials of the
three systems.
Children from families whose
income is at or below standards
set for certain size families are
eligible for meals free. In addition, families not meeting this
criteria, but with other unusual
expenses due to unusually high
medical expenses, shelter costs
in excess of 30 per cent of income, special education expenses due to the mental or
physical condition of a child,
and disaster or casualty lossei
are urged to apply.

I was eager to see the wild
animals, which reportedly
were as numerous as mosquitoes and almost as big. However, the wildest creatures I
encountered on a safari
through Alaska and the Yukon
were tourists after receiving
the bill on shopping expeditions.
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A large sign posted in a
Ketchikan shop succinctly
told the story: "I don't give a
damn what you paid for it
back home." Travel brochures adviaing what one
Should take on a trip to die
49th state omitted the most
important instruction: Bring
money!
-f)Fvellreer-egie- buY
yaat,-ir- you ask" the price,
you can't afford it but even
the wealthy widows, who are
leaving more gold in Alaska
than the sourdoughs ever took
out, blanched at the prices.
Mildred did, too.
A breakfast tab of 25.35 for
two, when one of 'em had
toast and coffee, does more to
diminish the appetite than
shots or pills. And during a
luncheon stop on the bus ride
from Fairbanks to Whitehorse, I noted the price of gas
at the service station was 77
-rents a gallon, which made
me glad I had left the driving
to them, even if it meant subnulling to a turn-of-the-century comedy routine by the
driVer-guide.
i Sample: 'That,..11..be said,
indicating the mountains bordering the Alaskan Highway,
-is Indian snow." "What,"
asked a tourist, innocently
feeding him his straight line,
..is Indian snow?'' "Apache
here and Apache there," he
explained.,
My wife and I left our car in
Seattle and flew to Anchorcontinued to McKinley
National Park and Fairbanks
by train, to Whitehorse by
bus. to Skagway by train, to
Vancouver by - ship and to
Sealtie by bus,coenpleting the
circuit.

4.10MgatAU,
writ:WO "MP4

7:30 — in the p.m. Actually,
the hours of daylight numbered only 21, but we never
stayed up late enough to witness the three hours of darkness.
It was 10:30 in the evening
when we viewed Mt. McKinley for the first time,from 160
miles away, starkly silhouetted against the blue sky.
At the time we were sitting in
the top-floor bar of our Anchorage hotel, but you're dead
wrong. We hadn't had a drink
since our dinner wine two
hours before.
We saw the snow-clad monareh again, towering over its
attendants, the next day on
the train, but it was hidden
behind a shroud of clouds during our stay in the park,
mart.-

111114.11..1.14. '

aged to be as spectacular as
the picture postcards, if not as
weI1-popula ted.
That is where we were supposed to see all the animals,
and we got up at 5 to do it. "I
guarantee you'll see grizzlies,
Dall sheep and more moose
and caribou than you can
count," promised our guide,
-Uncle Ed," a young New
York business dropout who
couldn't get further away
from- it Milan he left the
planet.. Come to think of it,
when we were without newspaper. radio or TV.far seven
days, the world could have
ended and we wouldn't have
known. We wouldn't have
..ared either.
Uncle Ed also held out hope
that we would spot foxes,
goldeiveagles, perhaps even a
aillf. What we saw were five
moose, eight caribou, innumerable ground squirrels,
a fanuly of ptarmigan, two
awls and a pair of marmots.
Oh, well, there's always the
Anyway, we saw enough to
sate uttr senses during 12 days
of gawking at nature's wonders.
There was,the dizzying ride
to the top of the world on the
Aiyeska sktAift -and the
breathtaking descent to Skagway over the White Pass and
Yukon Route, which drops
2illifr-ere0?Miss
were the awesome glaciers_
and icebergs and always the
untamed beauty of the Klondike and Yukon.
in.-21_

Like.imagine going
to bed in dayligtC You really
do. One day the—tun didn't
emerge from. the clouds until

SERVICES Ort'FRED
MUSIC

Royal Asphalt Service
-Driveways -Parking areas
Repairs
Phone 247-7201 anytime
All work guaranteed, free
estimates

Bad/

MU
—Voice
—Piano
—Organ

WAR
SECRET
THE
AGAINST DOPE, by Andrew
Tully; Coward, McCann & WILL DO trash and brush
Geoghegan, Inc.; 228 pages; hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
$7.106753-6130.
TFC

Alaska-bound?
Take lots of $$
WHOEVER XDU
ARE -- MAYBE WE'LL SEE YOU
ArSAIN.

753-19

praised

BREAKFAST FOR TWO: $535

THE PHANTOM

Call

Unsung
heroes

7

By BOB ORTMAN
Copley News Service

,

TUESDAY—SEPTEMBER at.*73

Bring this a
mouth of Si

J B

FREE ESTIMATE olseptic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
The battle against interna- seamless gutters, installed per
tional drug smuggling is a ypur specifications. Call Larry
never-ending, uphill fight in I.yles at 753-2310 for free
the United States, waged by estimate
TFc
U.S. Customs Bureau agents
at times hopelessly outnumbered by the criminals who WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exrun the show and their Mafia- terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
linked receivers who profit by from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
it.
Andrew Tully, a veteran re- estimates.
September 18C
porter who was granted one of
the last interviews with J. Edgar Hoover before the Federal Bureau of Investigation diLeave your heavy cleaning
rector died, tells the dramatup to the experts at
ic, inside story of this guerrilla warfare between the
agents and the smugglers,
taking much of his informaPROFESSIONAL
tion from the closed files of
CLEANING
the Customs Bureau.
,Drug couriers in the pay of
the crime syndicates can be
men or women, American or
foreign-born, diplomats, students, legitimate businessmen or soldiers of fortune,
'Dilly writes in this book
Call Collect for Free
which Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield describes
Estimates
as "one to ponder and then do
something about."
He tells how the smuggled
cargo, if it's heroin, probably
24/-7333
comes originally from Turkey, Iran or the -Golden Tri- NEED WEEKEND Work!
angle" area pf Southeast Anyone needing to employ
Asia; if cocain*, from South someone for Friday night,
America; if marijuana, from anytime Saturday or Sunday.
Mexico.
Phone 489-2690.
SSNC
The stash may be hidden inside artificial limbs, religious
icons, automobile tires, gas JOHN'S REPAIR Service
tanks, children's dolls, even Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
teddy bears, Tully points out. carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
In one case, he writes, 753-7625 nights.
heroin was shipped from
Spain inside cans of paella, a
Will do Baby Sitting
camed dish of rice, chicken
In my home.
and seafoocls, and another
time from Italy and South
L.P.N.
America in wine jugs.
Tally reveals that Customs
753-5002
agents are investigating an
international ring of smug- BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
glers who for eight years Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
smuggled heroin into the Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
United States inside the different colors to choose from.
bodies of dead American ser- Underpenning and
anchors.
vicemen shipped from IndoCentral air conditioning. 24 hour
china for burial at home.
"The Secret War" is an ab- service. Phone 502-442September 7C
sorbing tale, filled with the 3115.
deeds of men risking their
lives in auto chases, gun bat- R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
tles and the infiltration of work guaranteed. Business and
dope rings. Tully relates in residential Free estimates.
thrilling detail the Customs Phone day or night Mayfield 247agents' frontline skirmishes 7201.
TFC
with criminals spiriting illicit
drugs into the United States. CLIPPING POODLES by apAbout 10 tons of heroin, rep- pointment. Connie Lampe 43Eresenting a 85-billion-a-year 2173.
A 10C
business outside the law, enter this country every 12
months. Only atliut 8 per cent TIMBER—LODGE of Tenn—
Tucky take, Route 1, Springville,
of this incredible cargo ever is
seized,fir a virtual handful of Tennessee will do your stone
agents and inspectors must work. Large selections of stone.
TFC,
clear more than 250 million Phone 901-593-3534
travelers and more than two
and omaialf_millian-•-oargo- JERRY'S REFINISHING &
shipthents
South of Murray on Hwy. 641:
notes.
Among the most notorious Jerry McCoy, owner 1502) 492TFC
cases traced by Tully are 8837.
those of Auguste Ricord, an
ex-Marseille panderer and exNazi collaborator who used
agents of many nationalities
to smuggle drugs into this
country; Louis Cirillo, convicted of narcotics smuggling
Please
and later connected with the
Check
Your Ads
Mafia's 8800 million-a-year
We'd tike to check each
drug racket; and Roger de
Want Ad to make sure it is
Louette, a French secret
printed just the way you
agent whose arrest for smugwant it, but in such a fast,
gling 96 pounds of heroin
Large volume operation it
worth 812 million in 1971
just isn't possible.
touched off a diplomatic scandal and eventually led to the
Each ad is carefully proof
indictment of a supervisory
agent in the French secret
read, of course, but still an
service.
error can occur In content
The heroism of the U.S.
or ,classification.
Customs agents, writes Tully,
"is in their patient, dogged,
U you fled an error in your
thinking pursuit of the 12th
ad or If ad Is omitted, and if
,Century's Merchants of
you notify us the first day
Death.
of such error, we'll be
"Most of them probably
responsible for correction.
never have fired a gun in anSorry, but if error conger, because you don't fight'
tinues after first day of
narcotics traffickers with bulappearance and if we are
lets but with intelligence and
not notified the first day
a kind of ingrained stealth."
error is made, the
responsibility is yours.

SERVICE MASTER

SERVICE MASTER
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SERVICES

TIMBER—LOU
Tacky Lake, Rot
Tennessee, will
fireplaces, sti
$695.00. Select
available.
guaranteed. Pho
3534.

PART-TIME sec
wanted. Exper
hours 1:00 - 5:00
0656 afternoons.

i
, DO YOU need a I
' Jerry Carter
Kentucky.

DOVER SERV]
'puller. Phone 753

B&C CONSTR1
•• Complete bloc
1 retaining
w
: sidewalks, etc.
perience. Free e
; 437-4734 or 4374765.

°
FOR ALL so
remodeling, I
commercial. Nt
estimates. Call 7

ROY'S LOCKS
Phone Paris,642

ROY HARMON
Houses trimmo
and doors-custc
remodeling
marl-ship. Phone
(1790.

SCARI3OROUGI
Electric Compt
service. Let us
pump for you b
new one. 24 I
service. Phone 7
6543.

BULLDOZER St
also bank gray
topsoil. Phone H
354-8161, after 5:i

CARPETS PR(
,steam cleaned.
,Master 489-2504.

ADVERTISE!'
Company, 607
Phone 753-8346.

AUTOS Fl

OPEL G.T.—
condition. Phon4

LINCOLN-1971
actual miles. Ne
condition. Conti
Murray Supply.

CHEVRColITT
ton. Good m
mileage. Phone •

•

VOLKSWAGEN
Good transpor
Phone 753-0165.

FORD GALAX]
390 motor, a
smi.ssion. Like r
rust. Good gas
Phone 436-2368.

Advertisers

Inchworms, which eat the,
young leaves and buds of a
serp
widersta
ng_p
e of
reieL
trees
,n)st
and..s_appie
,
hrubs,
7-oak"=rem
frees, and by the time they finish eating, enly the major veins
and midribs of the older leaves
are left.

R0
1 96 9
(Plymouth) ha.
GTS—US Maw
clutch, two dooi
best offer. Phor

MUSTANG-17
1700.00. Exce
Phone 437-4290.

MONTE CARI
7,000 actual m
Excellent co
Farmington, KI
2225 or nights 34

BUSINESS 01

EXTRA MON1
engraved gold
security plate
Sykes, Murray
753-3422.

So, please check your
advertisement each time ft
appears and notify our
_tilikkilled Department.
promptly In case of an
error. Thank you for your
cooperation.

l'OftftALE

7

GROCERY S
without living ci
house or farm i
753-1406.

Call
753-1916

Sell it-1411th A Classified Ad

MUSIC

FOR SALE

MUSIC

Bock to School Specials.. ..

MUSIC LESSONS
-Accordion
-Voice
-Piano
-Organ
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-4)riumm
-Banjo
-Band

FREEZING AND canning apples. Peaches by the bushel,
purple hull peas. Crouch &
Canady Fruit Stand, Highway
641, South Hazel, Tennessee. S4C

-Guitar
-Trumpet

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
month of September.

JOB MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland -753-7575 - Murray

I

Another View

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1 MEATS
6)i

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, wecinescisy only
10 peocent oft all Returned
Goods
Open till 700 PM

LARGE THREE room cottage on
Tennessee side of CYPress Creek.
Walkingdistance of lake. Bath,
electric heat. 200' x 100' landscaped lot. Phone 232-8668. S4C

75C37111916

NOTICE

Turn
spare time
into
spare cash

BY OWNER-two story brick
house with full size basement,
three large bedrooms, two baths,
living room, dining room and
kitchen. Has garage apartment
with two bedrooms, kitchen
living room, bath and utility
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
p.m. for appointment. September
26C

PIANO
TUNING-repair- SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- Armstrong large truck tires.
TIMBER-LODUE on Tenn- vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben First line:
Learn Income Tax Preparation
42 ACRES, large colonial brick
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. 825 z 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14
from H&R Block
home,
$27,000.00.
Phone
Tennessee, will build complete Phone 753-8911.
TFC
Dukedom
evenings
247-1245.
SIC
with spare time are earning extra
people
Thousands
of
fireplaces, starting at only
900.x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
money as tax preparers in the growing field of income
$695.00. Selection of stones PIANO, BAND Instrument,
THREE BEDROOM brick with
tax service. And so can you H & R Block's expenenced
available. Satisfaction violin, guitar and jazz lessons. 1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
instructors make it easy to learn tax preparation Enkitchen-den combination, two
ply
$62.34
+
$9.96
1000
x
22-12
Chandler
Phone
Erwin
or
Pat
lieg ,./ S Pal 00
rollment is open to men and women of all ages...
guaranteed. Phone 901-593baths,
carpet
throughout,
central
0 1I!3 by owls./ 'urban Syndicate In.
highway
tread
Armstrongs
best
whether employed (in any field). retired, housewife or
September 29C
TFC 753-1470.
3534.
heat and air, attached carport
student. Choice of days and class times Certificate
truck tire
awarded upon graduation. Job interviews available for
and concrete double drive, patio,
$6.14
825
x
20-10
ply
$44.16
+
PART-TIME secretarial position
WANT TO BUY
best students. Send for free information and class
shade trees, close to high school
FOR SALE
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
schedules today. HURRY!
wanted. Experienced. Prefer
FOR RENT
and
university.
Immediate
Classes Start
September 13, 1973
hours 1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Phone 753- WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
possession. If interested phone
S4C The Ledger & Times. Please 1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98 GIRL'DRESSES and pants suits, FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 753-9357.
0656 afternoons.
S7C
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 Arrnstrongs Best traction type sizes 10 and 12. Misses dresses, living room, kitchen, bathroom
/
Misses size 12. Phone 753-3387, and shower and bath. One or two
Contact the 00110C11111LCIOCOC office nearest your
TFNC truck tires.
.. DO YOU need a house built? Call North 4th Street.
HOUSE ON Kentucky Lake.
Melrose
Drive.
National Hotel Building
825
x
20-10
ply
$55.21
+
$7.25
1203
S6NC
bedrooms.
Zimnierman
Apart- Jerry Carter 492-8364, Hazel,
_
Living room with fireplace,
-atm.
- Phone 7534104
990 z 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
ments South 16th Street7753Kentucky.
S6C WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
carpeted, dining room, carpeted,
$10.52
x
20-10
ply
$73.09
+
1000
009.
S4C
eriesririem
course
$3.00
per
sewx
peas,
eisnestiee
PURPLE
HULL
Ores
Maass
seed
ma
Times.
&
17 copies of the Ledger
large kitchen, lots of cupboards,
seeerselee eon lam. obligati'u sail se minim will saw
bushel, pick your own. Phone 753Ledger & Armstrong Best lug type tire:
bedroom -carpeted, full
_ Basic Canso
DOZER SERVICE-D6 cotter- Please bring by the
+
$7.25
z
20-10
ply
$53.89
825
4416.
S5C
TRAILER SPACES: Phone 436- basement,large porch, carpeted.
S8C Times Office, 103 North 4th 900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
paler. Phone 753-9807.
TFNC
Maine
Street.
S6C Garage. Can be bought furnished
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52 CHANNEL MASTER public 2334.
'.',.
Addreu
,pr unfurnished. For more inBenton,
Highway
68,
Roby
Sales,
service police band radio, $35.00.
', B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
formation phone 436-5604.
S4P
City
September 4C Phone 753-3672.
S5C
Complete block basements, WANT TO BUY late model four KY.
HELP WANTED
condition.
Phone
nice
drive,
wheel
LStats
ZO
retaining
walls,
patios,
x 200'
S6P SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE: 1972 HONDA 125 SL. New con- NEED MORE income? Want KENIANA SHORES-100'
Sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- Phone 618-723-2403.
restricted lake view. Lots for
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B & dition $375.00. 812 Olive.
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
RU
S4NC extra spending money? Earn
, perience. Free estimates. Phone
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month.,
start
WANT TO BUY two used 26" S Engine. 7 H.P. electric
• 437-4734 or 437while
working
part
time.
Set
your
lots
home
mobile
200'
80'
x
Also
$319.95,
B
mower, 30" cut,
TWO MAPLE chests, 5 and 4
4765.
Septernber26NC bicycles or frames. Phone 753- riding
•
&S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway drawer, two walnut veneer end own hours. For information for $10.00 down and 10.00 per
3713.
S6NC
September 4C tables, miscellaneous dishes and phone 753-1470. September4NC month. Central water-lake
68, Benton,Ky,
access, all weather streets. Drive
FOR ALL your additfons,
•
stemware,chrome clothes racks,
For the convenience of the Citizens of
remodeling, residential or
OLD ENGLISH sheep dog, 9 etc. Also some extra good items; MOTHERS NEEDED in this Northeast on 444 from New
commercial. New or old. Free
weeks old, AKC-pedigree, combination freezer - area to demonstrate House of Concord and follow Keniana
Murray
and Calloway County . .
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
champion bloodlines, puppy shots refrigerator, walnut veneer desk, Lloyd toys and gifts, now through signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
September 12C
December, Earn $20.00,per 436-2473.
and dewormed. Phone 753brushed velvet couch, etc. Phone
evening,
part
time.
No
delftery
9299.
S6P
Service.
LOCKSMITH
ROY'S
FOR SALE
733-6976.
S5C
or collecting. Limited number of
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
TFCPhone Paris,642-6551.
openings. Call for your apREFRIGERATOR, TELEVI- BELTONE FACTORY fresh
7-12 Noon Saturday
S4C
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. SION antenna and television set. hearing aid battens for all make 36' HAY and grain elevator. pointment, 753-8291.
S4C
See
CLOSED
driver.
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
753-2255.
take
off
Power
Phone
OWNER
BY
Houses trimmed-formica tops
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. S6C
Marvin Parks or phone 435and doors-custom building and
Four
bedroom
brick
house
Starting
September 1, 1973
HELPER
SSP CARPENTER'S
5353.
remodeling. Quality work-"R COAL-egg, lump or stoker
on deep lot. Two baths,
wanted,full time. Phone 753Ipock
at
write
Edward
call
or
mariship. Phone 753BROOKS BUS Line, Inc., of
living room, dining room,
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
S4C
7955.
0790.
September 17C Route 1, Nebo, Kentucky, Phone and concrete splash blocks. 250 MX Yamaha and factory built
Paducah, Kentucky, has made
large paneled den with
SSC
249-3622.
„
application to the Interstate
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
Murray Lumber Company, 104 trailer, $500.00. Number 97. WANTED MAN good with
7534263
...ler, I..
of cabinets, full basement.
Commerce Commission and the
Maple Street.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING 8c
S6C Riviera Courts, phone
INTERNATIONAL
S8C machinery and trucks. P4m%eget:A&
1%9
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Located
Kentucky and Tennessee State
at
512
Broad.
Electric Complete pump repair COMBINE,
manent
position.
Local
company.
Cash Price $20,080.00
Commissions for a five (5 per
service. Let us check your old Harvester, good condition. Also
Send
name
and
phone
number
to
1959
I
I, Inn.
Phone 753-3953
cent) percent increase in Inpump for you before you buy a one ton Chevrolet truck,
PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good SPECIAL PRE-Season prices P.O. Box 32-K, Murray, KenS7C
e
terstate and Kentucky Intrastate
new one. 24 hour emergency model. Phone 753-0865.
for interior decorating. 5,000 on Remington chain saws. See tucky.
S4C1
•••••••••••
Passenger Fares and an increase
service. Phone 753square feet. Phone 753-5671 days then now at Murray Supply
FIVE ACRES in city, 175'
American
EARLY
in Express Rates to those of
5543.
September 26C USED
or 753-3430 nights.
S6C Special cash discountBUS
BOYS,
dishwashers,
and
ADVERTISING
frontage,
zoned
for
business,
on
Jamison couch. Phone 753National Express Tariff A-600
s.
September 8C kitchen helper wanted, part time, one of main highways, good 2
DEADLINES
S4C
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, 8133.
and National Newspaper Tariff
evenings only. Apply im- bedroom home. Only $27,500.00. •
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
All display ads, classified
No. A-676-1 for effective Express,
SUPER stuff, sure nor That's
mediately at the Brass Lantern Good four room home on 11
/
2
topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or 're" BATHROOM wall board, Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets. AKC REGISTERED French
display
and
regular
Rules, Regulations and Charges.
Restaurant
in
Aurora.
Phone
474acres
near
grocery,
paved
road,
$5.25
each.
1,
2
"
C
-D
plywood,
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
display, must be submitted
TFC
Any person desiring to protest
Rent electric shampooer $1 Kwik- Poodle puppies. Some at special 2773.
S4C all fenced, good storage house
$4.75 each. Twenty different
by 12 noon, the day before
S4C
may do so by filing a protest with
Pik Market, Five Points.
S8C price. Phone 753-8379.
and
small barn. $6.750.00.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY selections of Paneling from $3.85
publication.
the Departments, such protest to
WAITRESS WANTED, married, Two acre lot on Hwy. 94 near
?steam cleaned. phone carpet up. Plexiglass for storm doors
All reader classifieds
be in accordance with the rules
REDUCE
SAFE
&
fast
with
lake.
Only
college
ztudent,
Full
time.
Also
$1,600.00.
(r•Fc,
and
windows,50 cents square foot
Master 489-2604.
ust be submitted by 4
and regulations of such DepartE-Vap
"water
GoBese
Tablets
&
Galloway
want
delivery
boy.
Apply
Insurance
&
Tom's
Realty.
and op. Fiberglass seconds, all
FOR R F.NT
.m. the day before
ment.
ITC
pills." Holland Drug Store, 109
Pizza Palace after 4:00 p.m. S8C Phone 753-5842.
S4C tpublication.
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign colors, from 5 cents square foot South 4th.
S6C?
up.
Ross
&
Tuck Salvage,
ANYONE HAVING accounts due
Company, 607 South 4th Street. and
I••••••••••4•••••
CABIN, ON Blood River at
r'OUR BEDROOM house at 516
on construction of swinimicc,
;
- pool
Octoberl7C Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a QUEEN SIZE bed, frame, Croppie Hollow Shores. $20.00 per
Phone 753-8346.
South 11th. Large family room, WANTED NAZI
-week. Phone 901-587at Fox Meadows Mobile Home
day,
$100.00
per
Flag
to
be
used
week.
Sleeps
two baths, electric heat, central in Capri
2420.
September8C springs and foam mattress. Good four, kitchen, cooking utensils,
AUTOS FOR SALE
Theatre lobby display Court by West Kentucky Pool Co.,
condition. $40.00. For apASSISTANT
air, and large storage house in
Fox
Meadows
stove,
for "HITLER-The Last 10 contact
refrigerator, air conpointment phone 753-3001 or 474September
4C
back.
MANAGER
Days" - Call 753-8084, ask for management at 753-3855. We are
OPEL G.T.-1871. Excellenti
2260.
S6C ditioned. Phone 753-2279, 753-1664,
TV Towers
Night Shift
or 753-7920.
condition. Phone 753-7303.
S5C settling all accounts within next 7
S5C
S4C
& Antennas
97 ACRES open land about 13 Tommy Brown.
days.
S6(:
Lowest Prices Ever
Apply In Person
miles southwest of Murray on
ONE 10' wide and one 8' wide
Center
We
TV
Service
30
GALLON
fish
aquarium,
all
$14,000.00.
would
like
to
announce
for
only
that
blacktop,
LINCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000
4•44•420•44-4-44
Central Shopping Center
accessories, everything, you trailer, real nice. To college boys
Possession with deed. Galloway Pixie Nance is now at Leta's
actual miles. New tires, excellent
need, including fish. $55.00. only. See Mrs. Dill at 413
Phone 753-5865
Insurance & Realty, phone 753- Beauty Salon. Call her at 753-8282
condition. Contact Larry Hurt at
S5C
Phone 753-0771.
S6C Sycamore.
S4C for an appointment.
S4C
5842.
Murray Supply.
September 8C
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted,
COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby
enc.-0
CHEVROLETTRUUK-L1911Krimiry fiX, -Benton;
***
-16 c
- ILE
- HOME, 10' x 45' three preferred, but not necessary. N-XENTUCKY LiFiCibur
oct
oberic
"NEVER
USED
anything
like
ton. Good metal bed, low Kentucky.
bedrooms, all nicely furnished. Good working conditions. Send large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
Murray Home & Auto *
it," say users of Blue Lustre Water furnished. Also three
STARTS SEPT. 13
mileage. Phone 435-5312.
S5P
kitchen and living area, breakMOWER,5 H.P. rider, Briggs & carpet cleaner. Rent electric bedroom mobile home with built resume to P.O. Box 32-0, fast bar, fireplace, central heat
VOLKSWAGEN-I964, new tires. Stratton engine, forward and shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire on section, furnished. Water Murray, Kentucky. September fr and air, boat dock, large patio,
Good transportation, $325.00. reverse. New,$195.00. Phone 753- Shopping Center.
SIC furnished. Phone 753-6920.
S4C WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. S5NC Archery Equipment
**************
Phone 753-0165.
S4C 4782.
SeptemberIOC
MOBILE
HO1E-1972 30' x 50' BUILDING, four Someone with knowledge of
STOP
Rent,
and
DUPLEX:
electrical and plumbing wanted.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa, brown Townhouse, 12' x 65'. Two
Legal Notice
collect rent as you live in one of
FORD GALAXIE-1968, 500 XL,
upholstery in good bedrooms, two baths. Phone 753- overhead doors, gas heat and air Send resume to P.O. Box 32-0,
gold,
and
new, modern, brick
these
390 motor, automatic tranLocated
compressor
furnished.
September 8C
condition, but springs need 3846
S4P 404 North 4th Street. Phone 753- Murray,Kentucky.
duplexes. Both have central heat
INVITATION FOR BIDS
smission. Like new, local car. No
$20.00. Woodtone
rust. Good gas mileage. $900.00. rewebbing,
and air conditioning, carpet, Notice is hereby given that the ****************
3018.
S4C
dinette set, extra leaf, TRAVEL TRAILER 13', 1986
ORGANIST, PREFER with plenty of built-ins and spacious. Fiscal Court of Calloway County,
S4C formica
Phone 436-2368.
four chairs, $15.00. Westinghouse model. Stove, ice box, self conAurora, dinner club or dining room ex- Number 1, $26,500.00. Number 2, Kentucky, will accept bids on the HAVING PROBLEMS with your
located
in
ACRE
lot,
4
2
convertible dishwasher, copperience. 18 hours weekly. Only slightly more. For appointment equipment described below until hearing or understanding. For
ROADRUNNER pertone, one year old. Can be tained water supply. Good for mobile home. Phone 354-8161
1969
A-1 need apply. No phone calls. phone Ricky Rickman 753-5449 or 9:a.m., Wednesday, September free hearing checkup and conS4P
489-2533.
Phone
condition.
after
7:00
p.m.
motor.
September
23C
(Plymouth) has new 383
used as a portable or built-id. Has
Colonial
House 753-5344 after 6:00 p.m.
Apply
S4C 12, 1973, in the office of the sultation. Cali your Belton
GTS-US Mags, new tires, new lift off hardwood cutting board
Smorgasbord.
S5C
CHEROKEE
EXCELLENT
Calloway County Judge, Cour- consultant,753-0632. October3C
clutch, two door, 4 speed. $450 or top. Moving, must sell. New
trailer,
boat,
motor
and
fishing
lot,
located
LARGE
SHADY
thouse, Murray, Kentucky. Each ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
S5C $220.00, sell for $175.00. Phone
best offer. Phone 436-5552.
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now corner of Lynn Grove Highway bid must conform to. the
repair and sale. New Concord
S4C $425.00 or best offer. Will trade
753-6017.
to December 1st. Weekly and Johnny Robertson Road. specifications set forth lor be its
MUSTANG-1970, V8 automatic,
Nice furnished 2 bedroom
for livestock. Phone 753-7575 or
Road, phone 753-8114.
TFC
collecting,
no
paycheck,
no
1700.00. Excellent condition.
apartment, carpeted.
SIC
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 equivalent.
9753-06 .
contrailer,
fair
WHEEL
TWO
delivery, no cash investment. nights.
S5NC
Phone 437-4290.
Suitable for 2, 3 or 4 college
S6C ONE
MULTI-PURPOSE
dition. Phone L.E. Fisk,753Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
girls or boys.
se CHAIN SAW: Sets of wrenches,
HYDRAULIC RUBBER-TIRED
4878.
October1C
Frick,527-7133.
Phone 753-5865
all new,never been used; electric
EXCAVATORI- - MONTE CARLO-1973 Lindau,
or 753-5108
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, MACHINE SHOULD BE
S4C
7,000 actual miles. One owner. MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60', 1972 drill' Phone 7534597.
OPPORTUNITY - SOMEONE Sharpe Street, beside park, near Dttorr MODEL 40YR Cruz-Air;
Excellent condition. Phone Crimson, two bedrooms, all
center, BANTAM
with good education, pleasing schools, shopping
345- e
TIRES - Arrnstrong
MODEL
T644
Farmington, Kentucky days sac
electric, central air and un- BARGAIN
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
&
WARNER
derpenned. many extras. phone made - while present inventory furnished, private entrance, air personality, accustomed to university. Phone(606)549Teleskoop;
2225 or nights 345-2681.
, Get Ready
Excellent income 2494.
contact.
public
October8C
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
sc
HYDRO-SCOPIC
300;
SWASEY
753-0744.
conditioned, refrigerator.
We are interested in
possibilities.
14" or 15" 115.06+52.80. Custom
LIEHBERR
NEW
MODEL
A911;
for Fall
Zimmerman Apartments, South
BUSIN'ESS OPPORTUNITY
a man or woman presently
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by 16th. Phone 753-6609.
OR EQUAL.
LOST &FOUND
SIOC
unemployed,
employed, or if
.14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom
I State in bid a guaranteed date
FOR SALE
With An Outfit
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
must be for reasons beyond
of delivery I
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
engraved golden metal social
The right is reserved to select
14" or 15" 517.70+12.89. COACH ESTATES and Fox control. Send resume for in- FOUND SMALL
from...
black and white
security plates. See Rosebud
the lowest and best bid, also to
Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78 Meadows Mobile Home Parks, terview to P.O. Box 1007, dog, wearing red
collar
and
flea
Phone
Hatchery.
Sykes, Murray
Owensboro, Ky. 42301. This is not
by 14" or 15" 518.44+53.10
reject any or all bids.
1TC
small parks, superior acS5C
ITC collar. Phone 753-5537.
September13C
753-3422.
12' x 61', Holiday mobile
rxr1u51ve'iii5urancecommodations,
PEST CONTROL
Wide
-P
by°11YsterSte
4" or 154
Bel
.50+
ted
$3.F
lO -H
id7e8
home, two bedrooms, two
residenlial.arett„Phone T53- .
-STUDENTS,--we -are
POR-SALEOR LEASE
.fulLhatlia.centraLheat and :.... Al Serie( Ptlirel.i.tc!f_ glass t?eitert e865.
_ outegartic," COLLEGE
7
-01
Who Wish -4-(47 SZT-40---keY$4
F-G-H 70 'by 14" or 15"
oint
1air conditioning, washer
•
chain with small green 1 ,1" FbUtilk beet Eleacontrol
GROCERY STORE with or
earn extra money on a part time magnet attached. Phone 753-7668 service and termite control call
garbage -4$20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
and
dryer
and
take
fS(wholae
ppilTng
Will
without living quarters.
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15" HOUSE AT Coldwater, for in- basis. Set your own hours and days or 753-6355 after 5:00
Superior Exterminating Comdisposal.
5
753after
to
formation
want
4111-2151
Center
iihceie
you
house or farm in on trade. Phone
when
925.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, Hight
sx_work
Phone 7534179
S5C pany. 753-7266.
September21P
S121C p.m.
7 753-1408.
way 66,Benton,Ky. Septemberic p.m.
TFC
. . _
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Happy Ad

The Land Fill Hours
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FOR SALE
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Help Wanted

Long John Silvers
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vs.
we,
itro
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frt.,

Mobile
Home
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SAVE $411.95 CRUSHED VELVET Retail$

-0I-MELLOUTITRUCKLOAD PURCHASE! 3 PC. SPANISH
Retail

93" SOFA & MATCHING CHAIR
eep Foam Comfort
Reversible Back Cushions!

s399.95 N
$
,r1

'6,sa

(EXACTLY AS SHOWN)

2
_

,f19* t

(Ai' NOW
$288

Member of

,..)

Side$
Colle

OI
TONYACTER

$

C1M144 COLORS!

SAVE OVER 25%

Reversible Back Cushions...DEEP FOAM COMFORT!
JUST 1 Of OIR MANY GREAT BUYS... GET YOUR FREE GIFT!

Pere r lwav• yen wen wit. wok. Iv bold new WU srl 11173 Ronny Inane
cone no<tron reit% molt foam coo•Meninn in lovely truiiiikell valvei The handin comitenosinp Rom! polnimi reiviir on dwilible
maid. loose paw/
lonon-Tlee Move heavy do••••••••cle.th. 1.1.• IQ& te she How in Mawr,
inak inrriont styles of today Available I. mines .4 mil. gold Mi. end
MOOS VOW,

OUR PRICES
INCLUDE

FREE

DELIVERY &
SET-UP
This event took months of "doing." We combed the country to bring you the best buys in style-leading
home furnishings. Quality manufacturers cooperated with scores of special purchases. Hundreds of items
from regular stock are also price cut! Everything is new. Selection is tremendous. Furnish your home now
at savings to 50%. Ready tomorrow!

JUVENILE
CHAIR!

YEARS OLD
& STILL
GROWING!
WITH SINGLE PURCH
Of $49.95 OR MORE!
OFFER GOOD THIS SALE ONLY
LIMIT ONE TO A CUSTOMER

OPEN DAILY 8:30 A.M. Iii 6 P.M.—FRIDAY 8:30 A.M. Iii 8:30 P.M.
•
STORE WIDE SALE... BIG SAVINGS "L DEPARTMENTS!

MIRROR
p,1LISf-

2 GREAT BUYS FROM "Stanley"

TAIL i8 MiGn
DECORATED IN
LAY COLORS

MOR.
RE-1
TI

NM TIM

DELIVERED

e.
.-11"11

SECTIONAL

95

MO
PALER
OR

FRANI:RA
Sides have '
'along predich
proposed collt
bill for public
lucky
Speaking in
at an interim
mittee hearini
representative
ions public
and the Rent
tssociation
Opposing it
and industrial
tucky School

Seen
Arc
Mu
On August 1
poem which
Oma Tinsley t
copied from a
and is said to t
old and is i
Hiptons Propl
1489 AD."
At that tini
"the lady wtx
must have
because most
forecast have
now, after all
here's the pot
years later.
"And now a
rhyme,
sha; shall I
tvr
hear
Of
day
For, in these

Portoblanca

The women st
To dress like

And cut off i
hair.
They'll ride a:
brow.
As witches dc
now.
Then love
marriage cell
And nations
decrease.
Then wives sh
Anci
dogsmen
shai

hogs.
And carriage
shall go.
Disaster fill tt
In London, p
shall be
Its center ho;
Around tht
thoughts shat
Quick as a tw
And waters st
do
How strange
come true
And upside do
be,
d gold foiu
trees.
Through tow
men shall rid
No horse, no
side.
Beneath the
walk
Shall ride, stu
talk.
And in the air
In white and
green.
A great man
and go
for prophecy
In water iron
As easy as a
Gold then
stone
In land that 1
Water and Hi
And England
The Jews thy
Shall of a Chr
ISee Seen &

FREE
GIFT!
See these 2 fine quality bedroom suites
Sale priced to save
from "Stanley" now
you over 20% now during 04t,"Anniversary
Sale" Remember: You save 5111.95 plus
you get a free gift!

T PECAN RN1SHI

During Our 18th Anniversary Sale All Furniture
LIVING ROOMS
SUDGE1*
CREDIT TERMS
17.95 VALUES ...KAM

STACK STOOLS
4L16 VINYL
COVERED
WITH
AM TOPS! NOW

DINING ROOMS

SALE PRICED
1rcr2o0/0-3o%-4o%

qr

Shop & Compare Our Prices, Our Ouaity, Our
Brand Names Anywhere in Western Ky....
No Extra Charge For Delivery . .. We Carry
Our Own Credit... We'll Save You $S Everytime!

RECLINER

CHOICE 4 COLORS

119 Broadway ... FREE DEUVERY SERVICE
4434157-BUDGET(RENT-TERMS .s.
—
-fader-3k
-IDEAL Pisil STUDENTS
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